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ABSTRACT 
Hemispheric asymmetries were investigated with various auditory 
techniques in several groups of subjects. The first study was a dichotic· 
listening experiment in which two seJ:arate musical chords were presented 
simultaneously one to each ear of right-handed males. The subjects were 
required to listen to the chord stimuli and then recognize them fran a 
multiple choice of four chords heard immediately following the dichotic 
presentation. More chords were recognized from the left ear than from 
the right implying right cerebral dominance for this task. In a similar 
test, dichotic presentation of melodies showed no difference between the 
ears. It was hypothesized that the subjects in this case were identi-
fying the tune segments on the basis of rhythmic rather than pitch cues. 
It was suggested that the right hemisphere is superior to the left in 
processing stimuli that are "non-temporal." 
Musical expression was investigated in pl.tients who had transiently 
lost the function of one hemisphere following intracarotid amytal in-
jection. It was observed that after right hemisphere depression, singing 
was de~oid of pitch at a time when speech was only minimally disturbed. 
Convers'ely, singing was much less affected than speech after left hemi-
sphere depression. This differential effect of amytal depression is sup-
portive of the idea that the right hemisphere is used for pitch control 
in singing whereas the left hemisphere is used expressly for speech. 
Singing was a+so studied in two young i:atients with surgical hemi-
spherectomies for non-infantile causes. One patient who had a right 
hemisphere removal with no evidence of aphasia, sang most songs poorly. 
He also failed pitch discrimination tests wherein he could not distin-
guish two tones that were sei:arated by an interval of less than one 
musical step. Another µitient with a left hemispherectomy produced the 
opposite results. She had great difficulties in expressive speech yet 
could sing with excellent pitch control and intonation. These cases 
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support the previous conclusion that the right hemisphere is necessary 
for correct pitch production in singing. 
Diohotic listening studies on i:atients with complete surgical 
division of the corpus callosum indicated that the right hemisphere 
also had some capacity to understand and manually express verbs and 
verbal commands. This was evidence~ in instances where only the com-
mand presented to the left ear was manually performed at a time when 
another connnand presented simultaneously to the right ear was the only 
one that was verbally reported. The indication is that the right hemi-
sphere understood and performed the required action when the left hemi-
sphere was apparently unaware. However, it was also shown that for most 
dichotic verbal tests the left hemisphere still has dominant control 
over the right. 
Dichotic listening studies also indicated that the left hemisphere 
could se:p3.rately monitor stimuli in the ipsilateral along with stimuli 
in the contralateral J:Qthway. This was contradictory to previous con-
clusions that the contralateral J:Qthway suppresses the ipsilateral in 
dichotic competition. Response time studies carried out in these cal-
losum-sectioned i:atients investigated organization of the two cortical 
systems that seµirately analyzed stimuli from the two ascending raths. 
It was found that response times for repeatirig words to the right 
ear were faster than for words in the left ear. Control tests showed 
the cause of this difference was not in delay of transmission in 
ascending routes, nor in differences of perception in the two systems. 
It was deduced .that the cause was an asynunetrical process of memory 
retrieval for translation into motor impulses to the speech api:aratus. 
v 
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**INTRODUCTICll** 
Auditory functions have asymmetrical representation in the 
cerebral hemispheres as have cognitive abilities in the visual(l,2,3, 
4,5) and U.ctual modalities(6,7,8,9). Right-left differences are 
cODDonly investigated by comparisons of i:atient groups with severe 
unilateral lesions. For eJCa.mple, a standard auditory test is given 
to i:atients with right hemisphere damage and their scores are com-
pa.red to those obtained by J:B,tients with left cerebral damage. 
Dit!erences in scores imply differences in cerebral function. The 
first experiments designed to measure right-left differences for non-
language auditory tasks were undertaken just over a decade ago where 
standard musical abilities tests were administered to temporal 
lobectomy i;atients(lO}. These findings were the first systematic 
results indicating that the right hemisphere was superior to the 
left 1for certain auditory ftmctions. These were surprising at the 
time since they refuted standard beliefs that music had functional 
representation along with speech in the left hemisphere(ll,12,lJ). 
It is worthwhile to seek out other pa.tient groups who are 
perhaps better suited to be investigated tor asymmetries of musical 
and other cognitive abilities in the cerebral hemispheres. An 
example of one such group of p:t.tients are those few who have had 
surgical removal of the cortex of one entire hemisphere. In these 
cases one can directly ask the one remaining brain half (whether it 
be the left or the right) what type of functions it has retained and 
which it has lost. One can ask it to speak, think, sing, laugh, cry 
and do all the things two brain halves normal~ do. '!he burden is on 
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the examiner to ask the right questions. 
Whereas cases or hemispherectomy are not frequent, there is 
a ntunber of other iatients in whom it is necessary to artificially 
induce symptoms ot hemispherectomy, as a pre-surgical procedure. 
'Ibis is accomplished by intracarotid injection of sodium amobarbital 
which has the effect of producing unilateral cerebral depression 
while, at the same time, permitting concomitant functioning of the 
non-injected hemisphere. The depression lasts for a few minutes 
during which time certain cognitive tests can be emplo~d to assess 
the JBrticular abilities of the non-depressed hemisphere. 
Asymmetries of cerebral function may also be measured in 
normals when special techniques are employed tha.t are cap:i.ble of 
se~rating out the cognitive ability of each hemis}':here. Dichotic 
listening is one of these techniques, making use of the fact that 
competing aural inputs to the two ears tend to induce right-left 
perceptual differences that reflect asymmetries in cerebral perfor-
mance. Interpretations of these experiments are based on assumptions 
that the contralateral 
1
ear-to-cortex i:athway is dominant. 'Iherefore, 
when verbal tasks show asymmetry in favor or the right ear, it is 
concluded that the left hemisphere is superior for those tasks(14,15). 
Conversely, when verbal stimuli are used, ear dominance is found to 
switch to the left ear indicating a right hemisphere superiority(l6). 
This technique has become an important tool for determining left-
right cortical specialities of JBrticular verbal and non-verbal 
stimuli. 
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'!he transient state of hemispheric depression in i:a tients 
with intracarotid amyta.l and the presence or transcallosal communi-
cation in normal subjects .often limits the types or investigations 
that may be performed.. The availability of a small population of 
human subjects in whan the cross-canmunicating fibers have been 
surgically divided for control of intractible epilepsy provides an 
opportunity to avoid these problems. Dichotic listening studies, 
which had previously depended on a statistical analysis to establish 
ear asymmetries, now demonstrate a striking difference between the 
ea.rs in which there is a ccqtplete extinction of the non-dominant 
ear{l7,l8). Consequently, one can assume under nonn.al dichotic 
listening conditions that an essentially direct auditory channel 
from the left ear to the right hemisphere and from the right ear to 
the left hemisphere could be attained. In addition, these ratients 
provide, an opportunity to study ipsilateral and contralateral 
auditory i:athways when the responses to ear stimuli are analyzed 
f'ran only one hemisphere. 
'!he present series of works use the above-described auditory 
techniques as tools to investigate the expressive and receptive 
auditory abilities that are specialized in one or the other cerebral 
hemisphere of man. 
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I. HEMISPHERIC ASYMMETRIES IN THE PERCEPTION OF MUSICAL CHORDS 
Introduction 
Interest in cerebral organization of auditory stimuli has led 
to human studies on the perception and production of music and other 
non-spoken sounds. Left-right hemispheric asymmetries for verbal and 
non-verbal stimuli have been found in audition just as in the visual 
and tactual mod:alities. In general, the left hemisphere has been 
concerned with verbal mediation while the right with more spa.tially-
oriented fonns of perception. For example, visually presented non-
sense figure recognition and spatial relation tasks are performed 
better by right-handed µi.tients with unilateral left compared with 
unilateral right cerebral lesions (l,2,J,4,5). Similarly, the intact 
right hemisphere excels in certain tactual form and ps.ttern recog-
nition tasks (6,7,8,9,10). In addition, demonstration of dyscopia 
for fo:nns with the right hand and dysgraphia with the left in cerebrum-
sectioned humans amplifies the left-right dichotomy of the cerebral 
hemispheres for verbal and non-verbal functions (11). However, the 
left hemisphere in addition to its major role in speech (12) may also 
dominate in perceptual situations where verbal analysis can play a 
pg.rt in the stimulus processing (13, 14). 
Although participation of both hemispheres cannot be ruled out 
in dealing with any non-verbal task including audition, the non-
dominant hemisphere is presently implicated as the more instrumental 
for musical functions. Early conclusions of cerebral lateralization 
for music had been dra'W?l exclusively from clinical case reports. 
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Some i:atients who suffered illnesses which resulted in severe aphasia, 
one to the extent of complete speechlessness, could nevertheless 
sing familiar songs or reproduce known melodies (15,16,17). Other 
p:i.tients, however, whose musicianship was known before illness 
selectively lost their musical talents with little or no aphasic 
disturbances (18,19,20). It must be pointed out that not all agree 
on lateralization of musical functions to the right hemisphere. A 
possible source for confusion, however, is the several different 
aspects of music that are discussed by different authors as can be 
seen in a brief review of amusia by Bogen(21). Systematic investi-
gation for right hemisphere superiority for some musical functions 
was tested by Milner(22). She found patients with left temporal 
lobectomies to have significantly greater scores than those with 
right temporal lobectomies on some subtests of the Seashore Test of 
Musical Abilities (2.3), notably the Timbre and Tonal Memory. Her 
work was among the first to provide a start toward the systematic 
detennination of :r:articular non-verbal auditory information that is 
better handled by the non-dominant hemisphere. 
Further studies issuing additional insights for musical 
functions were made by Kimura using the technique of dichotic 
listening (24). Brief portions of Baroque melodies were played to 
normal volunteers so as to set one ear against the other in a melody 
recognition task. It was found that more selections were correctly 
chosen fran those that had been played to the left ear. The con-
clusion supports a superiority of the right hemis ;;:here for melody 
recognition since binaural stimulus rivalry causes the contralateral 
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a udi to ry pathways en route to the higher brain centers to dominate, 
thereby suppressing information in the ipsilateral ear-to-cortex 
projection(25,26). The hemispheric asymmetry has been sub.stantiated 
with orchestrated melodies in }'.Btients with unilateral temporal 
lobectanies by Shankweiler(27). In his study, pltients with their 
right temporal lobes removed were significantly inferior in dichotic 
melody recognition to those with left lobectomies. However, for 
verbal material (digits) also presented dichotically, the absence 
of the left temporal lobe produced the greatest deficit. 
The present study focuses on the more elemental aspects of 
orchestral melodies that might have caused the lateralization effect 
in previous dichotic listening work. Accordingly, two tests of 
musical functions were devised so that melody and rhythm were sep-
arated from timbre and chordal qualities. The first test consisted 
of melodies played on a recorder--an instrument with a whistle-like 
tone largely d~void of timbre and chordal variation. These latter 
aspects were diverted to the second test where the dichotic stimuli 
consisted entirely of chords prei:ared from an electric organ rich 
in overtones for timbre quality. It was hypothesized that dividing 
the notable characteristics of orchestral melodies into sei:arate 
tests, a more precise statement of musical lateralization could be 
made. 
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Material and Methods 
Subjects 
'.Ihe subjects were 20 ma.le college students with an average age 
or 19 years and I.Q. estimated to be above 120. They were members 
of performing musical organizations but were told initially that 
they must be right-handed and have no known hearing defects in spite 
of their musical abilities. Beyond these clues they had no previous 
knowledge of the purpose of the study. 
Testing Procedures 
The testing session consisted of three auditory tests and the 
Harris Tests of Lateral Dominance (28), all of which were administered 
to the subjects on an individual basis. Ea.ch subject received the 
auditory tests in a single one hour session that included several 
brief rest periods. They knew they were to receive a monetary com-
pensation based on their test performance. The tests for lateral 
dominance were administered after the auditory test session in most 
cases. 
Digits Test 
Using the techniques of Broadbent(29) with Kimura's modifications 
(30), two sets or digits were presented dichotically--one set to each 
ear through stereo headphones. Ea.ch set contained three of the num-
bers, 1 through 9, played in succession but separated by 0.5 second 
intervals (Fig. I-la). The two sets canpeted such that the first 
digit -~eard by one ear occurred simultaneously with the first digit 
heard by the other ear, and so on for each of the digits. A total 
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of 6 digits (or 3 simultaneous J,Birs) were presented in any one 
trial. After each trial sufficient time was allowed for the subject 
to write down, in any order, as many of the digits as he could remem-
ber. There were a total of 30 trials and the same digit did not 
appear more than once during a single trial. Half of the subjects 
started with the left stereo headphone on the left ear and the right 
headphme on the right ear; the other half started in the opposite 
positions. After the 15th trial the headphones were reversed in 
all subjects. 
Melodies Test 
Eighty melodies were chosen from Baroque literature or obscure 
dances and were taped with a Sony Model 350 stereo tape deck using 
a soprano or alto recorder. The melodies were four-bar motifs with · 
the tempos arranged so that each melody would be 4 seconds in duration. 
After a warning signal of two binaural tones, two of the melodies 
matched for rhythm and pitch range, were then played binaurally in 
succession after the dichotic melodies, but were sepirated by 
3-second intervals (Fig. I-lb). The subject was to select the 
original two melodies from the four choices and indicate them by 
checking two corresponding boxes on an answer sheet. There was a 
total of 20 trials preceded by 2 practice trials. The starting 
positions of the headphones were the same for the subjects as in the 
Digits Test. The headphones were reversed after the 10th trial. 
Chords Test 
This test 'Wa.S administered exactly like the Melodies Test but 
with four exceptions. These were: 1) chords instead of melodies, 
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2) no wa.rning signals, 3) four {rather than 2) practice trials, and 
4) 2-second (rather than 4-second) stimulus durations. Also, there 
was a total of 40 trials divided into 4 sets of 10. Ea.ch chord 
was recorded from an electric organ and consisted of four tcnes: 
the tonic, 3rd, 5th, and either the octave or the 7th. '!be tones 
were not played as an arpeggio but all four sounded at once. The 
tonics for the four chords in any one trial were chosen so that any 
two had the smallest possible interval, but also that the two dichotic 
chords followed these criteria. Set I: Only major chords were used 
but none of the four tones in one chord matched any of the four tones 
in the other; Set II: None of the four tones of either chord 
matched, but both major and minor chords were used; Set III: Two 
of the tones of the dichotic chords were the same; Set IV: The 
dichotic chords were made up of two of the following four forms of 
the same chord: 1) major, 2) minor, 3) major 7th or 4) minor 7th. 
The i:attern of recognition and selection followed the form of the 
Melodies Test where the two correct chords were selected from four 
choices and indicated on an answer sheet(Fig. I-le). The subjects 
started with the headphones as they had in the previous two tests, 
reversing them after Set II. 
'Ihe three auditory tests were given in two sequences: Digits-
Melodies-Chords or Melodies-Digits-Chords, with half of the subjects 
taking the sequence in the first order and half in the second. The 
tests were scored at the end of the auditory test session and ra.Y-
ments were made at that time. 
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RIGHT UFJ 
a.Digits 
b.Melodies 
BM f AM 
3sec . 
. t ••• 11: 
BM 3sec . 
. ·,; ,• ~ 11t 1( 
AM 
' ' .t ;!. f 
3sec . 
..  t p:m , 
· a~ :!!; II 
c.Chords APM 
Figure I-1: Diagrannnatic description of auditory tests. a. Digits: 
Three sinrultaneous pairs of numbers; b. Melodies: First, 
warning tones; then, a pair of melodies played simultaneously; 
finally, four binaural melodies; c. Chords; First, a pair of 
chords played sinrultaneously; then four binaural chords. 
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Results 
FAch of the subjects was found to be right-handed, footed, and 
eyed by the Harris Test of lateral Domina.nee. The scores of the 
group who took the Digits Test before the Melodies Test were indis-
tinguishable statistically from those of the group who took the tests 
in the reverse order (p)>0.10). Thus all subjects are considered 
together in the complrisons that follow. 
TABLE I-1 
Left-Right Mean Differences for the Auditory Tests 
Means (% correct) 
(Prob. of obtaining this score or more) t* 
Test Left Fer Right Ear (df = 19) p 
Digits 85.0 (94.5%) 86.35 (96%) -1.59 NS** 
(p < 0.001) (p <0.001) 
Melodies 15.5 (77.5%) 14.7 (73.5%) 1.01 NS** 
(p <0.01) (p < 0.03) 
Chords 28.35 (71%) 25.05 (63%) 2.738 <0.02 
(p <0.01) (p <0.05) 
*A negative t indicates a larger mean score for the right ear. 
**Ns = not significant (p > 0.10) 
The mean scores for the left and right ea.rs were compared for 
each auditory test with the Student's t Test for correlated means. 
The results are presented in Table I. It is clearly seen that the 
Digits Test shows a higher mean score for the right ear, but fails 
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to be statistically significant. Although the left ear was slightly 
favored, the mean scores for the two ears in the Melodies Test were 
nearly the same, highlighting a statistical lack of superiority for 
either ear. The Chords Test, on the other hand, reveals a significant 
left-right difference between the mean ear scores. Comi:;a.risons of 
the two means by Student's t Test allows us to conclude with less 
than 2% uncertainty that the left ear is better than the right. 
Actually the scores for the right ear for this test do not sig-
nificantly differ from a chance level (p .:>0.05), while the left 
ear scores do (p <:0.01). Indeed, not only do the left-right scores 
differ significantly from each other but only one ear, the left, is 
able to perfonn the task at all. 
The superiority of the left ear in the Chords Test is even 
more striking when considering the number of subjects who demonstrated 
the effect. Seventeen out of 20 subjects had higher scores for chords 
presented to tneir left ear while only three preferred chords in 
their right ear. This distribution of subjects could occur by chance 
less than ! of 1% of the time. In contrast for the Melodies Test, 
10 subjects showed a right ear preference, 9 preferred the left ear 
and one showed no difference. This result is exactly what one would 
expect from a chance distribution. For the Digits Test, the distri-
bution was 13 subjects with a right ear preference, 5 with a left 
ear preference, and 2 subjects showed no difference. This distri-
bution was only significant at the 10% level. These comparisons are 
summarized in Table I-2. 
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TABLE I-2 
Far Preferences for the Auditory Tests 
Subjects better in: 
Test Left F.a.r Right Far Neither Ear p 
Digits 5 13 2 <0.10 
Melodies 10 9 1 NS 
Chords 17 3 0 <0.005 
It was observed that the subjects generally improved their 
scores during the second half of each test. Although this was attri-
buted in p:irt to differential test difficulties, practice effect was 
also suspected. An interesting aspect of the score changes, however, 
would be an asymmetrical increase (or decrease) in performance of 
one ear versus the other. Using the Student's t Test, the means for 
the first and second JBrts of each test were compa.red for each ear 
serarately. The results are presented in Table I-J. The left ear 
shows significant improvement in the Chords Test only, and little 
change in the other tests. Only non-significant improvement trends 
are evident for the right ear. It appears that on the one test where 
a statistically significant left-right difference occurred, a sig-
nificant improvement was also shown for the superior ear. 
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TABLE I-3 
Mean Score Comparisons of Part 2 to Part 1 for Fach Far 
Test Left Ear Right Ear 
Digits *t = 1. 48 t = -1.82 
Part 1 vs. Part 2 (p > 0.10) (0.08 > p > 0.07) 
Melodies t = -1.53 t = - 2.03 
Part 1 vs. Part 2 (p > 0.10) (0.06 > p > 0.05) 
Chords t = -2.48 t = -1.98 
Sets I+II vs. Sets III+IV (0.04 > p / 0.03) (0.07 > p "> 0.06) 
*A positive t indicates Part 1 to have a higher mean score than Part 2. 
Discussion 
Only the Chords Test resulted in any significant left-right 
differences in ear performance. As had been shown for melodies in 
earlier work, the left ear exceeded the right in recognizing chords 
that had been played dichotically. Surprisingly, however, the present 
Melodies Test failed to follow this i:attern. Neither ear exhibited a 
superior performance which is a result that not only conflicts with 
the Chords Test but also with previous conclusions that the left ear, 
and thus the right hemisphere, is superior for melody recognition. 
It is apJ:arent that caution must now govern assignment of musical 
functions to the right hemisphere. 
These tests were constructed with the idea that each would pro-
vide unique musical characteristics to serve as cues for subjects 
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to select the dichotic stimuli from a group of multiple choice 
possibilities. The characteristics were chosen to be common sub-
di visions of musical function. To the extent that these are natural 
with respect to distinct musical brain functions is an open question. 
The following analysis will help shed light on asymmetrical hemi-
spheric function for musical and other non-verbal auditory stimuli. 
The Melodies Test contained two musical qualities: Rhythm 
i:atterns and pitch variations. Either or both of these could have 
been used as cues to distinguish the individual melodies. Timbre 
was virtually excluded by the whistle-like sound of the recorder; 
and other musical features, such as loudness were controlled. 
On the other hand, the Chords Test excluded all temporal aspects 
of music. '!he unique ~ualities of the chords were simply the pitch 
differences of one chord compared to another, or perhaps more properly, 
the t:attern of pitches peculiar to a given chord contrasted with the 
pitch rattern of another. Also present were rich tonal qualities and 
timbre although it 'WB.S hard to determine whether these provided 
unique cues for each chord. 
'Ihese test analyses propose two distinct cues for the Melodies: 
rhythm, and pitch--temporal, and non-temporal qualities, respectively; 
and essentially one cue, pitch or pitch patterns, for distinguishing 
the Chords. If we assume for the moment that pitch is the determining 
factor in the Melodies Test, then it must be qualitatively different 
fran the pitch discrimination in the Chords Test to explain the con-
flicting results of the two tests. The most likely source of this 
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difference is the contrast between the simple tone-to-tone pitch 
variations of the melodic line and the "i:attern" of pitches produced 
by the chords. If this be the case, it follows that hemispheric 
asymmetry could be demonstrated for the latter but not the former 
type of pitch discrimination. This argument is weakened considerably 
by the superior ability or the subjects with intact right hemispheres 
making tone-to-tone cam~risons in Milner 9s lobectany studies with 
the Tonal Memory Subtest or the Seashore Tests of Musical Ability. 
Milner's evidence strongly suggests that the present subjects should 
have demonstrated a cerebral asymmetry if they had used pitch vari-
ations to discriminate the melodies. 
Since there was no asymmetry, it seems likely that non-superior-
ity of either ear in the Melodies Test is due primarily to the 
rhythmic aspect rather than any qualitative pitch differences. That 
is, the subjects were able to select the correct melodies by noting 
the rhythmic :p3.tterns unique to each of the dichotic pair rather 
than the variations in pitch. The equal performance of the two ears 
suggests the bilaterality of rhythmic function. 
Bilaterality of rhythm is supported by the temporal lobecto-
mized i:atients' performance on the Seashore Test(22). Contrary to 
superiority of the left lobectomized ratients (right hemispheres 
intact) in the Tonal Memory Subtest, the Rhythm Subtest showed no 
difference between the left and right lobectomized groups. More 
recent work by c. Da.rwin(Jl) further substantiates cerebral asymmetry 
for perception of tonal differences. He obtains a left ear superiority 
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for discrimination of the successive tones that formed "shapes" 
such as ascending or descending lines, or" ''Vees". 
In still another study, i:atients were injected with sodium 
amobarbital such that their right hemispheres were momentarily 
d~pressed for clinical tests(32, and Section II). Under this con-
dition, attempts at singing revealed gross melodic disturbances with 
little loss in rhythmic sense. This emphasized the important presence 
of rhythmic function in the left hemisphere. 
It wa.s suggested (33) that lateralization of rhythm to the 
left hemisphere might also account for the results on the Melodies 
Test. That is, a predominance of rhythmic function in the left 
hemisphere could produce the observed results and confound the con-
clusions. 'lhe subjects would recognize unique rhythms in some trials 
and unique melodic changes in others so that the overall performance 
would show no asymmetry. This scheme would have to be followed ran-
domly since no specific trials consistently favored one ear. That is, 
selection of the rhythm aspect or pitch was a random choice of the 
subject and not a function of i:e.rticular trial melodies. Further 
investigation of this question is needed--perhaps using variable 
rhythm with constant pitch variation, and variable pitches with con-
stant rhythms. At this point, however, the bilateral rhythm hypothesis 
seems the most attractive. 
We conclude that the present subjects chose to use the rhythmic 
cues in the melodies and not the pitch changes to perform the dis-
crimination task. The reason for this is not clear. Subjectively, 
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it might be expected that the use of the recorder rather than tone-
rich orchestral instruments produced sounds in which rhythms were 
more striking and the pitch changes more subtle. A conunent by one 
of the subjects supports this notion. The subject was one of the 
few who complained that the dichotic melodies were very difficult 
compired to the chords. His remark is significant in that he is a 
percussionist who is p:l.rticularly attentive to rhythms and auto-
matically used these as the important cues. The proposed bilaterality 
of rhythm caused both hemispheres to be in ~onflict, making the task 
p9.rticularly difficult and confusing for this subject. Other sub-
jects probably experienced this conflict but were normally less con-
cerned with rhythm and therefore less disturbed. 
When in a single trial, the rivalry between the melodies 
resulted in only a single correct response, the chosen melody could 
equally well have come from either the left or right ear. In contrast, 
rivalry in the dichotic chords resulted in correct answers most often 
from the left ear implicating right hemispheric superiority. 
Although ease of the Digits Test for these subjects resulted in 
scores that were too high to show a statis~ically significant deficit 
for the left ear, the strong right ear trend supports previous reports 
of right ear superiority for verbal material. On the other hand, the 
scores for the Melodies Test were not remarkably high, so the non-
significance of the mean differences, in spite of a small left ear 
bias, must be attributed to factors other than bilaterally good per-
formance. Attention primarily to rhythmic cues with either ear serves 
as the hypothesis in this Section to illustrate the point. The Chords 
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Test was the most difficult for the subjects and yet distinguished 
most clearly a superior left ear. Indeed, comp:l.rison of perfonnances 
between the first and last halves of the test indicated the left ear 
improved more readily than the right. This may reflect a greater 
ability for the right · hemisphere to learn, in addition to perceive 
and recognize, chordal stiniuli. The dichotic listening technique 
cannot be expected to sep:l.rate the functioning of the cerebral hemi-
spheres in normal subjects as completely as in pitients in whom the 
neo-commissures have been surgically divided(34), but demanding tests 
such as the present Chords Test results in statistical differences 
in ear perfonnance of auditory tasks from which implications of 
functional lateralization and organization of the cerebral hemispheres 
are drawn. 
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II. CEREBRAL LATERALIZATION OF SINGING 
AFTER INTRACAROTID SODIUM AMOBARBITAL 
(in collaboration with Dr. J.E. Bogen) 
Introduction 
Musical expression in pg.tients with cortical lesions has been 
discussed in a number of clinical reports. The accounts are largely 
anecdotal since they are presented primarily as a contrast to con-
comitant disturbances of language and speech. One of the earliest 
examples, published in 1745(1), is a description of a 33-year-old 
man who, after a sudden right hemiplegia, found himself unable to 
u~ter any word except, ''yes". Nevertheless, it was stated that he could 
" ••• sing certain hymns which he had learned before he became 
ill, as clearly and distinctly as any healthy person." 
This account typifies many such cases subsequently published where 
left hemisP'tere damage produced deficits in speech, not accompanied 
by disturbances ·or singing, instrument playing, or other musical 
abilities(2,J) 
Lesions in the right hemisphere have conversely produced major 
deficits in music skills while speech wa.s largely unaffected(4,5,6;7). 
One recent case(4) was a musically talented man who was operated for 
a tumor in the right hemisphere. Subsequent to surgery he not only 
failed consistently to sing songs that he had previously known quite 
well, but also lost his ability to correctly imitate single intervals 
or short tunes. In contrast, speech disturbances were mild and 
temporary. 
Not all cases of aphasia without arnusia., or of amusia without 
aphasia were sufficiently clear-cut to characterize music ability as 
a functional caJl9.city of either the left or right hemisphere alone(J,8). 
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S peech disturbances were noted along with musical dysfunction in some 
patients; lesions were often diffuse or poorly defined. Also, the 
question of functional compensation or cerebral reorganization in 
non-damaged cortex wa.s an undetenninable factor. 
The lateralization of musical functions was first studied 
systematically by Milner(9). She found deficits in tonal memory and 
timbre in patients who had had right but not left temporal lobectomies. 
Other studies including dichotic listening on normals(lO,l]as well as 
on brain-damaged pg.tients{l2,13) have also demonstrated right hemisphere 
lateralization of musical perception. 
Systematic studies of musical expression rarely have been 
reported. A renowned canposer continued to produce musical master-
pieces after a vascular accident in the left hemisphere which had 
rendered him severly aphasic(14). Singing was observed in another 
case of a 46-year-old man whose left (dominant for speech) hemisphere 
was ,surgically removed because of a recurrent tumor(l5,16,17). In 
this patient, good melodic quality and articulation were described 
in spite of greatly impa.ired speech. Two other hemispherectomy 
cases are supportive of these observations. (See Section III-A) The 
first is a young adolescent female whose excised dominant hemisphere 
produced moderately impaired speech which at the same time did not 
apparently affect her singing ability. The second patient is a young 
adolescent male who had a non-dominant hemispherectomy. He spoke very 
well but could not carry a tune except in simple songs with which he 
was most familiar {e.g. ''Happy Birthday"). The notion that the right 
hemisphere is dominant for certain musical functions is supported by 
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the observations on these ~tients but not conclusive since pre-
operative investigations were not carried out. 
Some of the uncertainties surrounding the data from surgical 
hemispherectomies, or lateralized ablation in general, can be 
eliminated by a systematic study or J:atients with transient, re-
versible inactivation or one cerebral hemisphere. This condition 
is induced by intracarotid injections or sodium amobarbital(arnytal) 
in order to determine hemispheric lateralization or speech where 
left-right contributions are in doubt(l8). The arnytal acts almost 
instantaneously to depress most, if not all, hemispheric functions 
on one side for a period or 3-5 minutes, during which time the non-
injected hemisphere operates on its own-seeing, hearing, feeling, 
and controlling the muscles on the contralateral side of the body--
not unlike the usual behavior after a surgical hem.ispherectany. 
Speech lateralization can be confirmed if, after injection into one 
artery, the p:l.tient continues to speak, whereas injection into the 
other artery produces speech arrest. 
Once speech lateralization is established, there is usually 
some time remaining before recovery during "1hich one can examine 
other functions including singing(l9). If the observations from the 
surgical hemispherectomy cases are indicative, one would expect to 
observe major disturbances in singing and mild disturbances in speech 
after right hemisphere depression and the reverse after left depressicn. 
Our results followed this model but with some unexpected qualifications. 
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Subjects and Procedure 
The subjects were eight epileptic J:a.tients who were ·candidates 
for major brain surgery and in whom it was necessary to determine the 
contribution of the cerebral hemispheres to speech. All patients had 
right carotid artery injections which maximally depressed the right 
hemisphere but not the left. Five were also injected in the left 
carotid artery. at least two days after the right-sided injection.* 
The examination period commenced with injection of sodium amo-
barbital and terminated minutes later with patient's recovery from 
hemiplegia. Hemispheric dysfunction was indicated by ccntralateral 
flaccidity and lack of response to verbal canmand in the i:aralyzed 
I 
limbs. Unilateral depression was also accomP3-nied by eye deviation 
to the injected side and by general drowsiness. 
Throughout the session speech samples were recorded in which the 
patients repeated words and phrases or answered questions. Compre-
hen~ion was also tested by requesting performance of simple motor acts 
(e.g • . clenching and unclenching the fist, extending a finger, etc.) 
with the non-J:a.ralyzed limbs. The same protocol was not followed in 
each case since testing material depended on the specific responses 
of the patient. 
Singing was induced by verbal request of the title of songs 
familiar to the P3-tient. Usually, the examiner would also start to 
sing the first few bars to facilitate the response. The pg.tient was 
encouraged to sing the song without worry about his vocal performance 
and with assurance that his best try would be sufficient. 
*All injections were performed by Dr. J.E. Bogen and staffs of the White 
Memorial Medical Center, Los Angeles, and Rancho Los Amigos Hospital. 
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A pre-examination session canmenced just prior to introduction 
of sodium amobarbital but subsequent to insertion of the needle into 
the carotid artery. During this period, the patient became acquainted 
with the test material. He was asked to state his name, the date, and 
to repeat several words and sentences. These were recorded on audio 
tape and used as baseline speech samples to which the future test 
material, to be presented during hemispheric depression, could be 
compared. The i:atient then sang songs with which he was familiar; 
these were also recorded for later compirison. The pre-examination 
terminated when the patient ·was canfortable with the test situation 
and acquainted with the test material. 
In preparation for amytal injection the patient was positioned 
on his back with his knees drawn up and arms raised straight above 
hia chest. He started to count aloud slowly (1,2,J, ••• ) and, at 
the same time, to clench and unclench his fists. The sodium amobar-
bital (usually 200 mg in 10% solutim) was injected in a period of 
1-2 seconds; almost inmediately the contra.lateral arm and leg relaxed 
to a flaccid state while the ipsilateral limbs remained strong and 
active. 
The behavioral testing procedure described for the pre-exa.mi-
na tion session was now repeated during the depressed state of one hemi-
sphere. '!he pl.tient was asked to state his name, the date, and to 
repeat a few words and phrases. Commands such as ''Make a fist,·11 
''Wiggle your toes," or "Stick out your thumb," were requested verbally 
or by demonstration and were designed to test comprehension and motor 
control through use of limb movements. Finally, the examiner stated 
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the title or aang a few bars of the songs that were practiced during 
the pre-injection period until the i:atient started singing. The 
patient was usually encouraged to complete the song using only 
1
'La., la, la, ••• " instead of words, concentrating mainly on the melody. 
Repeated checking of the responsiveness of the flaccid limbs 
provided an indication of the level of hemispheric dysfunction. As 
long as unilateral depression was observed, the motor, speech, and 
singing responses were primarily controlled by the non-injected hemi-
sphere. Once the previously i:aralyzed limbs could move, either spon-
taneously or to canmand, the final e.xa.mples of speaking and singing 
were recorded and the examination was terminated. The time course 
of events during the session was transcribed and analyzed. 
Results 
General: Right-Left Contrasts 
Singing was mor~ im:p3.ired than speech after amytal depression of 
the right hemisphere. Melodic deficits were characterized by striking 
absence of tonal control resulting in monotonic renderings of the 
songs. Appropriately timed changes of pitch were present as singing 
improved, but these were grossly inaccurate. Presumably the i:atients 
had a mental concept of the proper pitch modulations but could not 
properly control the necessary singing muscles. Rhythm, on the other 
hand, was much less affected and songs could be recognized on the 
basis of their musical cadence. The i:atients were also able to 
recognize the songs sung by the examiner and, in addition, hear the 
results of their O'Wrl poor efforts. One pltient, when asked how his 
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singing sounded, replied, ''Verry groggy." Another complained after 
her performance that her " ••• throat feels like a watermelon." 
Notwithstanding the irnpa.irment to melodic singing, speech pro-
duction and language comprehension were preserved. The :r:atients 
could recite the days of the week, make up novel sentences when given 
a key word, or answer questions such as ''What day is today?" and 
''What is three plus five?" The patients spoke not only with clarity 
but also with correct phonetic pitch and stress. The only consistent 
deficit was a slurring of words and thickening of speech as would be 
seen with an intravenous dosage of amobarbital. 
After left carotid injection, speech was considerably more 
affected than singing. At a time when only single words could be 
spoken, songs could be sung with clearly recognizable pitch and 
rhythm qualities. Although not perfect, these samples were noticeably 
b e t t e r than singing at comparable times after right carotid in-
jection. 'Ille. relatively small loss in singing compared to major im-
pairments of speech after left carotid injection stands in marked 
contrast to a great loss of singing and mild disturbances of speech 
after right injection. This dichotomy indicates that the cortical 
effect of sodium amoba.rbital is not simply a i:aralysis of the vocal 
api:aratus or its neural control. 
An unexpected observation was that no recognizable singing 
samples could be obtained before at least one word was elicited. 
Since the i:atients were mute after left carotid amobarbital injection, 
neither speech nor singing were heard for several minutes. However, 
as soon as a single word was spoken, singing rapidly improved. In 
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contrast, speech recovery was slow, sometimes ta.king an additional 
few minutes before any more words were uttered. 
Transcriptions of the testing sessions which depict protocols 
of the examinations following intracarotid injecticn are presented 
in Figures II-1 - II-6. The first appearances and relative rates of 
recovery for both singing and speech can be observed directly from 
the time scale. Since the sodium amobarbital had different effects 
on each i:atient, care must be taken with inter-patient comJ,ariaons. 
Detailed Observations: Right Carotid Injection 
Right carotid injection of sodium amobarbital produced severely 
deficient singing in seven of the eight i:atients considered in this 
report. Three of these, M.K., C.B., and D.M., sang upon request 
within the first 90 seconds of hemispheric depression, but their 
performances were characteristically monotonic. C.B. was allowed to 
use words instead of ''I.a, la., la, ••• " with the result that she sang 
without melody but said every word correctly. It was apparent, 
however, that the patients had some general idea of how the melody 
of the songs should sound. Some would try to change the pitch of 
their voice at appropriate times, but would not succeed in giving a 
correct rendering of successive tone intervals. Rhythm, on the other 
hand seemed unaffected though sanewhat slowed. Verbal comprehension 
in these three i:atients was excellent. Ea.ch could follow spoken 
instructions or answer questions with relative ease. Speech was 
generally intelligible and well-articulated except for some presence 
of dysarthria. Prosody and phonetic stress were within nonna.l limits. 
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Four patients, N.F., P.E., L.H., and B.K., did not sing at all 
for several minutes following right amytal injection in spite of 
examiner's repeated requests and singing demonstrations. Two of 
these, N.F. and P.E., were talking and answering questions, but when 
asked to sing: P.E. said she could not, inappropriately remarking 
how nervous she had been all day; N.F. also ignored the request. 
(See Figures II-1 and II-J.) It was not until 2! to 3 minutes after 
onset of hemipa.resis before any singing could be elicited fran either 
:p3.tient. By ·this time the melody was fairly good but, at the same 
time, voluntary movement in the paralyzed limbs was observed indi-
eating recovery of the depressed right hemisphere. 
L.H. and B.K. were neither responsive to singing nor to verbal 
command for several minutes. B.K. spoke her first word five minutes 
after amytal injection but would not sing in spite of repeated requests 
to do so, until an additional five minutes had JBSSed. (See Figure 
II-5.) Her renditions of ''Happy Birthday" and "Merry Widow Waltz:' at 
this time, were completely devoid of melodic quality. There was little 
or no variation in pitch although she produced generally correct 
rhythmic i:atterns. Speech, on the other hand, had pretty well re-
turned to normal such that B.K. was caJable of maintaining a meaning-
ful conversation, easily answering questions, and carrying out verbal 
commands with the non-}Bralyzed limbs. After another two minutes, 
singing fully returned to normal along with recovery from left 
hemiJRralysis. 
I 
L.H. perfonned correct limb movements to verbal command but 
did not say her first word until four minutes after injection. Once 
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sh e started to speak, however, she was able to carry on a conver-
sation quite well. Singing was amelodic at first but slowly improved 
until 6~ minutes after injection when she sang fairly well in spite 
of a flaccid left arm. (See Figure II-~) 
The one patient, P.D., whose singing wa.s ~ impaired after 
right carotid injection was strongly left-handed. Also, the usual 
dosage of amobarbital failed to produce complete depression of the 
right hemisphere as evidence by persisting movements of the left limbs. 
Therefore, it was difficult to draw conclusions from this session. 
(See Figure II-6.) 
Left Carotid Injection: 
Speech could not be obtained for several minutes in four of the 
five patients injected with amytal in the left carotid artery. It 
was also true that singing did not occur during the entire period 
of speech arrest. However in one case, P.E., concentrated attempts 
were being .made to sing at least two minutes before similar attempts 
to speak. (See Figure II-J.) She ma.de vocal attempts to mimic the 
examiner's demonstration of singing. This was remarkable since she 
exhibited no visible or audible reaction to repeated requests to say, 
"yes" or ''hello" during the same period of time. Her "singing" im-
proved to a level that could be vaguely recognized as a specific song, 
just before she was able to say her name. But it was not before she 
could repeat another word or two before a clearly recognizable melody 
was produced. Speech continued to return slowly while singing 
recovered more rapidly. It was not until well after her singing 
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returned to pre-injection levels that P.E. was able to converse 
comfortably. 
B.K. was unresponsive for an unusually long time, showing 
little behavior beyond wincing and withdrawing from painful stimuli. 
(See Figure IJ-5.) The first sign of recovery was repetition, upon 
request, of the word, ''yes," B! minutes after a.myta.l injection. 
Almost immediately she sang two songs with clearly recognizable melody. 
Additional speech could not be elicited. When asked the date after 
singing the second song she could only mumble. In answer to another 
question, she said something that sounded like "seven-dovey" or per-
haps, "seventy-three." She still could repeat the word, ''yes," but 
it was a full two minutes after singing the second song before she 
repeated additional words on request. In fact, word repetition was 
all she could do for two minutes. When asked a question, she would 
repeat pa.rt of the question rather than answer it. It was not until 
14 minutes after amytal injection or more than 5 minutes after she 
spoke her first word that speech approached normalcy. 
It should be emphasized that speech in this patient started to 
return only 5 minutes after right carotid injection while attempts 
at singing did not appear until 10 minutes. In contrast, she sang 
less than 9 minutes after left carotid injection but did not speak 
a word besides, "yes," until 12 minutes after injection. Detectable 
signs of voluntary movement of the right limbs occurred about the 
time of the first signs of speech (10-12 minutes) but good control 
did not occur until much later. It is notable that general recovery 
including speech was longer after left-sided injection than after 
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right in this JE.tient, but recovery of singing was strikingly shorter. 
No singing or speech was elicited from L.H. although her right 
limbs seemed strong and able to move in a coordinated manner. (See 
Figure II-4.) The movements were not performed either to verbal com-
mand or to demonstration even though the pa.tient was looking at the 
examiner's hand. She said her first word 6~ minutes after injection 
and did not sing until just after that time. Her first attempt to 
sing was as good as her pre-examination sample which was essentially 
errorless. 'lbe melody was far superior to her first attempt to sing 
after right carotid injection and slightly better than her last 
attempt; the latter occurred about 6~7 minutes after injection..-
the same time as the singing sample from the left-sided injection. 
The one i:atient who continued talking after left-sided injection 
was P.D., the left-hander. His singing ability was hard to assess 
because base-line perforrnanc~s were quite poor to begin with. The 
only evidence of asymmetry of musical performance was a lesser degree 
of confusion after right-sided injection, although it should be re-
membered that hemispheric depression had not been complete. Obser-
vations of singing in this pa.tient hint at a reversed dominance al-
though amobarbital testing failed to lateralize speech conclusively. 
Post-operative evidence confirmed that speech was controlled from the 
right hemisphere*. 
*Others have observed the language reversal in this pa.tient including 
P.J. Vogel, J.E. Bogen, R.E. Saul and myself. 
M.K. (LEFT) 18 OCTOBER 1967 
0:00 ONE TWO 
THREE FOUR < INJECTIOI• OF SODIUM AMYTAU' 
FIVE SIX 
,- Sl::VEN . -EIGHT 
NINE ·1~-
ELEVET_TWELVE 
0:10 
TllIRTEEN FOURTEEN 
. FIFTEEN - SlXTl::EN--
0:20 SEvENTEEN EIGHTEEN 
NINETEEN Keepcounting. ;That day is today? 
TWt:N'fY 
4 
·.".(ou ·can stop counting. Tell us what day today ·is. 
What day is it ~oday? Can you tell us what day it is? - ~ 
0: 30 Marsha?. 
MONDAY, OCTOBER SEVENTEEN How about tomorrow? 
1UESDAY, OCTOBER EIG!IT. • • What will tomorrow be? 
D: 40 1UESDAY, OCTOBER EIG!IT. • • (COUGH) 
That's right. Very good. 
oftay · -
1UESDAY·, OCTOBER ••• TOBER EIG!ITEENJH 
0:)0 Yeah, that's right. OK. Let's try this. 
We' re going to have the singing. 
\COUGH) " 
Okay 
1: 00 - Okay; see if you remember the song that you sang: 
Do you remember the song that you La-La' d first? 
YEArl 
La-La for me , OK? 
l: lO Try and La-La· for us • 
OKAY . -
It was ·t · ., . . when t~ saj,nts, when the €~ints .. , <SPOKEN> 
GO Ml\RCHIN VJ (SPOKEN) . . · 
1:20t La, La, La •• -:- "(SUNG) (S CONT I NUES "11HEN THE SAINTS") 
-- LA, LA, LA • • • . <SUNG) . 
== . · -(NO ~-1- .TCH "CHANGE. S -BUT.RHYTHM ICALLY RECOGN I ZAllLE) . i"E HELPS i: 
La, La, La ••. (EtSUNGl . 
~~ 30 "is= 9qNTINUEs) 
H LA, LA, LA_ • •• --_.-<SUNG), 
~~ 40 - ·;::r:=z:::-~:~~~~~:~ now,' OK? 
LiSten, and you finish the Song. 
-- -·, t· WH"lsTu NG "MERRY w-·IDaw ~/ALTZ") 
-- ~(SCONTINUES SONG) 
-- . LA, LA, LA~ (_gj_NG) 
=~ 50 . . . ( E WH I STLI NG- "ME.RRY WI DOW WAL TZJ ' 
--. (S CONTINUE~ 
-- LA, LA, LA • • • (SUNG) 
~~00 OK," let's . ~ry one more._ 
[ -(( WHISTLING "LA cucu RACHA") 
-- [~_!,_A~ .. ·. 
2:10 
-- _'_S_£1NISHES P.HRASE 
-- ~'-'-! 
-- - Try the tapping: 
N .F. (LEFT) 7 JANUARY 1969 
0:00 ONE TWO . 
:nmEE FOUR ( INJECT I ON OF sou I-UM AMYT AU 
FIVE-- SIX 
o: 10 Keep counting. 
Can you count? 
Can you count? 
Can you make fist with your left hand? 
Ho. 
0:20 Can you make a fist '(ith your right hand? 
Hu.'i? 
Can you stop counting? 
!·lake a fist with your right hand. 
Nancy . Can you make fist 
O: 30 with your right hand? 
With this hand here . 
!ifake a fist. 
It 1 s not going to do it, huh? 
Let me ask you a question. 
O: 40 Can you stop cotmting . 
Tell me your name. 
. Stop counting now. 
~ Tell me your name !J ancy. 
Can you tell me your name? 
O: 50 · 1-lake a fist with your rig."lt hand. 
Can you ~ake a fist with yo.~ right hand? 
cs s"'n LL COUNTING) . 
Let's try singing a song (E STARTS TO SING ~JINGLE BELLS") 
l: 00 _Try that - sing. 
~~ l (E SINGS : "JINGLE BELLS", ETC.) 
1:10 
(HUMBLE) 
~~20 Try and sine "Jin13le Bells 11 • 
__ Can you squeeze my hand? 
1: 30 
1:40 
1:50 
2:00 
2: 10 
That a girl.(SUBJECT DID SO WITH RIGHT _HANO) 
Can you ~ake a fist with your left hand? 
.<MUMBLE) 
CAN YOU TELL ME ~ 
(MUMl3lEl 
HOW"- say "Methodist I::piscopal 11 • 
METHODIST EPISCOPAL 
Say "liqui~city". 
LIQUID ELECTRICITY 
Liquid electricity. 
Try it again. 
, LIQU!ll ELECTRICITY 
Can--yOu sB.Y ITse-Ve'"nth Day Adventist"? 
I TOLD I WOULDN'T • • • (MUMBLEJ 
Say ,;seventh Day Adventist". 
C.B. (LEFT) 7 SEPTEMBER 1969 
0:00 ~ '.!!!£ 
TllR_EE FOUR (INJECTION OF SODIUM AMYTHAU 
FIVE SIX 
SEVEN EIGHT 0:10 - _-_ - --
NINE TEN 
Let's s~ Your left side is pretty limp now . 
~~20 ~ak~S aR[~~~N~~~~ your right hand. 
-- That a girl. Can you make a fist With Your left hand? 
-- _l' ooo · :....:_:_N ow~ I'rii goine to saY I wB.s borii in Ohio. 
:: .· g~C:tou say Ohio? ... 
0: 30 Yeah, say Ohio again. 
O ••• III • • ·.o 
~.uh 
What's eight times seven? 
(FIF'.fY)-SIX (QR THIRTY-SIX) 
0: 40 l!:ight tirneS seven is what? 
(Fll'TY)-SIX (QR THIRTY-SIX) 
Yeah, that's right . 
-- . Now let me hear yo:u sing 11Jingle Bells". 
-- . . . 
-- (S SINGS) 
0:50[INGLE BELLS, JINGLE HELLS,(ETC.) 
== (VERY MONOTONE - MARKEDLY 0 I FF'i:°RENT FROM PRE-I NJECT_ION ABILITY) 
1:00 
-- Uh, lift up your right hand. 
Make a fist. . · (SUBJECT RESPONDED CORRl!CTL Y TO ALL THREE COMMANDS l 
Stick out your thumb. Can -yo;, stick your thumb. ..,. ~ . . 
Y.°ah, that's right. Can you dq that witl}_your left h _and? 
1:10 ~!a:,: ~~ls.t .wi.t~o~. left .hand . . boeSn~ wO.rk, does.Tt? 
Yfl1at is the day that comes after Tuesday'? 
-WEDNESDAY . 
Yeah, that's right. 
1 :20 _ __i-lh~~'s something hard? 
Fourtee i:i pfUs seVen-: 
Do you know what seven plus fourteen is? 
1:30 
Say it out loud. 
__ Well, let 1 s try something else. 
1 :40. What is five times .. um .. six? Can you say what 
0
five times six is? 
-THIRTY 
Yeah, - that 1 s right. 
Let's try something e1se. 
,can you sing "~ankee··~o0dle 11 ? 1:50 
ANKEE DOODLE WENT TO TOWN, (ETC:) 
CS SINGS), 
2:00 CFAIRlY _GOOD MELODY) · Figur~ 
That 's pretty good. 
ifow can you make a rist wit!1 your left hand? . 
2·10 ilo, the ot!le~ hand. cs RESPONOED WITH RIGHT.HAND) 
' Not doing it yet, eh? 
Can you s'traip)lten out your left leg? 
Straighten out the right leg . 
< S RESPONDED CORRECTLY) 
~ 
l\) 
I 
2:20 
2:30 
2:40 
2:50 
3:00 
3:10 
3 : 20 
3: 30 
3:4J 
3 : 50 
~r-:! t _ry the tapping now. 
You repeat af'ter me. 
C ~TAPP I NG RHYTHMS> 
CS TAPPING) 
CE . TAPPING) 
CS TAPPING) 
CE TAPPING) 
CS TAPPl.NG> 
.. Do _that one. 
HAPPING) 
CS TAPP_l_~G) 
_'NOTE.: (5 TAPPED ALL RHYTHMS CORRECTLY.) 
~-t me whistle one, then you tap it. 
(~WHISTLING "l'VE BEEN .WORKING ON THE RAILROAD''>: 
_OK, now tap it. 
·cs TAPPINGi 
OK, now &~ that ... La-La·. 
CS HUMMING SONG>, 
LA, LA • 
Now can you say very clearly 
what the day • • • the day after 
to~z.-row is ~oing to be? · 
THE DAY AFTER TO!IORRO!·/ llILL BE- • 
TuESDAY, OCTOBER EIGHTEENTH 
~INETEEN SIXTY-SEVEN"' 
Today is Monday, what' will the day after tommqrow be? 
Todey is Monday. The day after tomorrow? 
TUESDAY • OCTOBER EIGHTEENTH . --
NfaETEEN SIJITY-SEVEN 
'What is this'! 
4 :00 illKE -
What is that? 
~ 
What did I ask you to re-member? 
GLASSES Alili-A' fIECll 
4:10 Let's try the original thinS:~-ihe waltzes again . 
. == r CE WHISTLING "MERRY WIDOW WALTZ"> 
~~20 l . -
Finish. ( S FIN I SHES PHRASE l 
[L~; LA, LA •• : 
Very good. 
4 : 30 r . 
== -L ( E WH I STL-1 NG "MERl'lY w IDOV/ WA.L TZ" i 
-- L _LA, LA, LA ••• 
4:40 ._llell, that's !'lot better than three minutes ago. 
4: 50 How about this hand?' (LEFT) 
5:00 
Can you do anything with- this hand now? 
Lift it up. 
Yes, you c: 
2:20 Say "Seventh Day Adventist". 
TAKE IT OUT. 
Can YOU make.;). fist with your left ·hand? 
2:30 .g~e[~\~~~~~~~e~~th vour left hand. 
~you say the' song now. 
Let's try the song. 
2: 40 
[La, La, La • • • ("HAPPY 61 RTHUAY" ) 
Can you do that? 
~!ii ~~U ~~ueei.e ·my fineers« 
Squeeze. Squeeze. 
2:50 ~~f ~~~q~~e;~igs~~~~zf~~ ~H~\~:O~eft hand; ! _Ssuee ze with the left hand. 
3:00 
3:10 
3:20 
3: 30 
3:40 
3:50 
4 :00 
CUT IT OUT. (QB PUT IT ·uP?l 
~you wari'tup'- your head? 
Let me hear you sing a song. 
HappY. birthdey to you - can you do _that? • . 
La, La, La .. : Sing the song end will be able to do it. 
HAPPY llIRTHDAY TO -Y-ou. • • • ETC. -
CGOOD MELODY) 
/ Jfow sq.ueeze my fingers .;,i~h your left hand. Can you squeeze them? 
Squeeze my fingers. 
You are moving your left arm but you aren't squeezing my fingers. 
Squeeze the fingers hard. 
Squeeze them with your right. cs RESPONDED) . 
That a gi rl. That's good. 
Now can you squeeze with the left? 
DOCTOR 
ili!YD(j;'I 'T YOU LET Mii PUT IT IN? 
Do vhat? 
Wl!Y DON'T You LET HE PUT IT IN? 
Put what in? 
THE NEEDLE, -
It 1 s all done, it's all done. 
You don't have to worry about that 
part of it. It's all done. 
Can you tell ~e what a knife and a fork are alike? 
How are they ~ike? 
How are a kni f~ and_ fork _alike? 
A !C!IIFE AND FOK!{ - • 
YOU CAN EAT WITH THEM, (MUMBLE) 
That's tiiht. 
4~ 10 ~~:::;~e:;e . ~ ~and with your fingers. 
Squeeze me with the right hand. 
Squeeze! 
Grip hard. 
4~20 ~: ~~u;q~==z~t::rw~~~\he left one? 
Yeah, you can squeeze me with the left one.CS RESPONDED) 
That a girl. . That 1 s fine. 
2 : 20 How about the other one? 
Can _you straighten the other one out? 
Can you wiggle your i;oes? 
Wiggle them all--all your toes.CS RESPONDED WITH R_IGHT FOOT ONLY) 
· -- Well ·. Your i"iF,ht ones are wip:ding al.l right., bilt not the l eft ones. 
2: 30 4 Well, do you remember where I said I was born? · 
-- Kfu°'ISAS - -
-- • No-, that was before. (IN PRELI MI NA.RJ S_E~1_9N BEFORE INJECTION OF AMYTAU 
-;-- · That's not right. What did I say just now_? -
-- I said Where- r .wa;-born and you said ·af'ter me. 
2: 40 _Qo you reme.mber? 
Kfu'ISAS 
Ho, it was Ohio. 
Make a fist wi"th your left hand. 
;~ 50 Can you make a fist with your left hand? Make a fist with both hands at the same time. CS RESPONl)ED WITH RIGHT HAND ONLY) 
-- Well, you did it with the right one very well, _ 
that's very good. 
Can . yo~ sa:y "Ohio" now? 
OHIO 
3:00 Yeah, that's the ansver. 
I' m. goine: to ask you that tomorrow . 
Can you move your le~ am yet? 
(NO RESPONSE) 
(FIRST AKM AND LEG MOVEMENT AT 4: 30 - 4: 50) 
KEY: 
Examiner's Dialogue 
SUBJECT DIALOGUE 
(Cci-AMENTS) 
Figur~ II-1 (©©nt.) 
~ 
w 
•• 
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D.M. (LEFT) 14 JUNE 1968 
(INJECTION) 
ONE 
FOuR 
~ 
TWO 
FIVEI SIX 
E'IGHT NINE 
TEN ELEvmr 
TWELVE THIRTEEN 
FOURTEEN FIFfEEN. 
SiXTeEN SEvENTEEN 
EIGHTEEN lll~ETEEN 
~ TWENTY-ONB 
TWENTY-TWO ~
(MUMBLE) TWENTY_:SIX 
Hold on to my hapd. 
0:00 
0:10 
0:20 
Sey hel;i-o. 
~ 0:30 
Uh h.uh .. 
Can you sey the days of the week? Sund!lY • 
smrnAY. 
TIO:.fiiAY. 0: 40 
~
· WEDNESDAY. 
THURSDAY. 
FRll>AY. 
SATURD~Y. 0:50 
What day of the week is it toda_y? 
~· 
(REALLY FRIDAY) . l:OO 
i·lake up a sentence that has the word "baby" in it . 
MY WIFE JUST HAD A BABY. 
Very BOOcL. ~~ 
Can you sing La, La, La • • • Sing with ~e. 
. La, La, La. CS.Sl .NGS>L~~_:::i· 
(~ MOl<OTONIC - LITTLE VARIATION IN PITCH) ·j I 
<BOTH E AND S SIN&) La, La, La ••• · ~A, LA •• :1 
( S SINGS l ---o--J (AGAIN MONOTONIC - SLIGHTLY HIGHER PITCH THAN BEFORE> ~ . 
(E HELPS) 
LA, LA~,_;_· 
. " 
La, La, La •• · 1 
•rry again. 
La, La, La ••• 
LA, LA, LA_~-J 
OK now. Try something else. 
Stick out your thumb. 'l'his thumb here. 
( E DEMONSTRATES - RIGHT THUMB) 
(SUBJECT Rf:SPONDS . <RIGHT HAl,D) l You did it. Very good. 
Can "'you stick out the thumb on the other hand?. -·TNO> 
Let's try naming these gadgets•. 
Can you look up here? Del. 
What's this thing? 
What is this? 
Want to feel it? . 
AN ERA ••• 
'That's righ;;-;;;-;;-aser":'" 
Can you tell what it is by looking at it? 
AK •• K. 
A !(EY. 
Yeah! 
How about this? 
What's that? 
It's something people wear. 
(MlnlliLE) (TIE?) 
Yeah, you put it on your Ue. ' 
That's righ~. 
What's it called? 
Yeah, very good. 
A TIE CLIP. 
What's thi.s? 
A PAPER CLIP:.. 
OK. 
Now let '.s see you make a fist with your left hand . 
Can you make a fist ther~? 
Can't do it huh?' 
Can you !nake your left hand move at all? 
No. 
Can you wiggle your toes? 
Wiggle your toes. 
(SUBJECT RESPONDED WITH BOTH FEET> 
. Yeah, you wiggle them. 
1:10 
1:20 
1: 30 
1: 40 
2:00 
2:10 
2:20 
2:30 
2: 4G 
2:50 
3:00 
3:10 
D.M. (RIGHT) 12 JUNE 1968 
two 
FOUR 
SIX (INJECTION) 
·Eil;aT,. 
TEN' 
Keep making a fist. 
Can you keep counting? 
Can you sey hello?. 
Sey hello. •• · 
Can you tell me what today is? 
What is today? . 
What is the name of this? 
Can you stick out your tongtiaR 
Stick out your tongue. 
La, La, La • • • ("j INGLE BELLS") 
Can you do that? 
La, La, La ••• 
Can you do that?' <E SINGS) 
La, La, La •• .' CE SINGS "JINGLE BELLS") 
Can you hum? 
Can you stick out your tongue? 
Let me see you make a fist with your left hand .. 
Stick up the fist. 
Can you do that? 
Stick out your thumb. 
Can you stick out your thumb? . 
Can you stick out your thumb? 
On this hand? (LEFT HAND TOUCHED BY E) 
!!uh? . 
'This thumb CE DEMJNSTRATES GESTURE) 
Can you stick out .this thumb. (LEFT.THUMB) 
Stick out the thumb CS RESPONDS CORRECTLY 
Yeah . \~ITH Ll!fl THUMB) 
Say hello. 
Can you say hello? 
How make a fist. (S RESPONDS?) 
Now stick out your thumb. , . • . 
Stick out the thumb ••. like that. 
That-a-babe! , CS RESPONDS) 
Can you say 11hello 11 now? 
Can you tell me your name?. 
DELBERT OELlIBRT. MARQUEZ ; 
Can you say La, La, La 
Try that. . 
La, La, La ••• 
Say your name again 
Can you say your name aJi;ain? 
Del? 
s .ay your name. 
Hmmm Open up your hand 
Open it up. Wide open. 
Like this--see ! 
CE iJEMONSTRATES> 
Open it up. 
Can you open it up? 
Open up. 
Open up. 
Open up. 
( S REACHES FOR HEAD W ITH LE FT HANO> 
You're not supposed to do that, remember? 
~
Now. can you say heilo? 
HELLO. 
~Very good. 
What is today? 
WEDNESDAY. 
Wednesday--yeah ! Exactly rir.,ht. 
( E DEf/ONSTRATES l 
Now can you make a fist with your right hand. 
Hold up your right hand. 
Can you hold it up? 
You aren't holding it up, huh? 
Hold up your left hand. 
( S RESPONDED CORRECTLY) 
Yeah. · ·That's it;hold this one up here. 
Stick out your thumb. 
Can you put your thumb out? 
Very good. ·cs RESPONDED CORRECTLY 
·WITH LEFT THUMB) 
Wednesday, huh? 
Now can you say· the days of the week? 
Try this • , • tell me what this is. 
( E HOLDS UP OBJECT v/H I CH S DOES NOT NAME l 
. Figu?>~· II=2 
Let's see you wigeJ-e · t he fingers on your left hand. 
· Can~you left up your anns? 
C SUBJECT RA I SEO RIGHT BUT NOT LEFT> 
Let'~ see; uh .-·-:- . 
Try to sing with me . 
Try it again. 
("J li•GLE .BELLS") La, La, La ••.. . 
(MORE PITCH VAi< IATIOi~ THAN LJEfOR~) LA, LA_,_~~ 
La, La, La ..• 
LA, LA, LA :---:J 
CMELOD.Y NEAR LY RECOGNI ZABLE AS "JINGLE BELLS") 
LA, LA LA . '. . • 
How does that sound to you?° 
TO HE? 
Yeah.' 
VERY GROGGY . 
Ha, Ha, very gro~igtit. 
6K. 
How about making a fi s t with y our left hand now. 
Can you do that? 
(SUBJECT RESPOWJED SLIGHTLY) 
Yeah. 
Can you stick out your thumb'i 
Stick out the thumb. 
No. Well make a fist . 
·can you make a fist? 
·.vell it moves, but you didn't make a fist yet: 
'l'here's some movement .there now. 
Let's see you stick out the little fin ge r 
(SUBJ EL. 1 RESPONDED ) on your riii;ht h~d ·. 
. • Yeah, that's right. 
Now can you make a fist with the left hand? 
· No. That's with · the right hand. 
Make a · fist with the left hand,. 
· No t doing it yet. 
Can you say "liquid electricitv" for Dr. Saul? 
Liquid electricity 
Linurn f:LEC-Ll~T-TRIC-C0ITY. 
Let's see you wi/Zgle your toes. 
Can you wiggle your toes? 
~·lll lCH ONES? 
'l'he ones onthe .. left. 
'The left. 
~~~ 
Wiggle the toes: 
!...J:!!'.~!_,__'.~_1-~_i''..l:. i)~-~-°~­
( E CHECKS tlAl:l I NSKY REFLEX - POSIT I VE ON LEFT FOOT> 
CSUBJl::CT WIGGLES ONE ON LEf'I J 
Can yo1_-1 wiggle them J:>ot,h?., · 
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3:20 
3: 30 
3: 40 . 
3: 50 
4:00 
4:10 
4: 20 
4: 30 
4:40 
4: 50 
5 :OC 
5: lC 
5 :2( 
5:30 
Wigg!'< both toes--toes on both feet. 5: 4u 
CSUtlJECT WIGGLED Oi~LY bN RIGHT ?l 
Now iet's see you make a fist with the left hand. 
Make fist with the left hand. 
i• ll tell you what · • • 
(SUBJ ECT MAKES A FIS.T l° there it is. 
ifow, stick out your thumb on that hand. 
•fot quite yet. 
6:00 
How about that. What's that? 
.A KEY. 
Yeah, good. 
And that on.!? (ERASER) 
ERASER. 
~yeah·. 
(HOLDS UP TIE CLIP) 
(HUMBLE) 
·What's that? 
. (~!ill-IBLE) 
~.)(?) 
A tie clip? 
YEAH. 
CKEYl 
Yeah, that's what it is. It's a tie clip. 
· Try this ·I Cup of . 
~
·Yeah. Salt and.· . 
SEA. 
Yeah, knife and . 
(HUMBLE) 
Heaven and • • · 
~ 
Yeah, that's right. Knife and what? 
(NUNBLE) 
HELL. 
What's this? CPAPER CLIP) 
PAPER • • PAPER CLIP (MUMBLE) 
Let's try singing. 
La, La, La .•. 
ILA, LA, LA ••• ("JUNGLE BELLS") 
I { s s I ~GS '"'" GOOD ,, LDUY 0'CLY SLI Ge!TL y SLURREU 
[ >IPARED TO PRE - l'J ECTI ON AB IL ITYl 
· Very good . 
Can you make a fist with your ri ght hand? 
Lift up your right hand--over there.· CE PCJiiHS TO RIGHT HANO) 
Make a fist. 
Can you make a fist? 
Yeah. 
Stick out your thumb. 
Stick the thumb out. 
(SUolJECT RESPCJNDED l 
No'( stick out the little finger. 
Stick it up. 
Stick up your . little fin eer. 
It's going up. 'l'here it is. 
Very good. You did it. 
OK 
Well, I guess the test is over •. 
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P.E. (LEFT) 4 NOmmE:R 1970 P.E. (RIGHT) 2 NOVllmER 1970 
Ot!E u:vu ~ . TWO 
TWv THREE TtlREE FOUR (. I NJECTION OF SOIJll.1'1 AMYTAU 
Your left arm ~~~~~~~l~~~F ~~Di~~rAi ~Wfeg, bu~ur :rVE FIVE' UH • • • <CRY> 
Count out loud, keep making a fist. U:lO ·~:Pri~t~~-d~~~pea~unting. 
I HAVE A STING IN MY EYE. You're not counting out loud. 
· Yeah, it'll go away in about 3 seconds. -- But the left hand continues to intermittently • • ·(MOVE AROUND> 
Could you say, uh • • • == i~~~·~ ~1~1 6.;e"J,, good. 
Yeah, your eye dropped closed. 0·20 Ri!lllt arm ... • can you 
It burns your eye doesn'\f,,1it _: You'rcA'"cW~ ~u~6~~ ~i~,~~i ~~~:~ ~~e left hand. 
Uh, huh, we~l that 1 s true. -- lfl1 hUh 
Make a fist with your right hand • . -- ~ 
_ • Can you make a. fi.st? -~ ('E SING ING "WHEN THE SAINTS • • .") CS lJOES MAKE A FIST l'/ITH RI GHT HAND> Yeah. that-a-11irl. 0.30 La La La •• • 
All right now tell me what day is today• -- ' ' 
cad you say what day is today? -- . . 
CS :•iiJ i~BLES' Can you SBI/ "today is Wednesday"? Sinf'CE CONTINUES "SAINTS"> · 
. I ICIOW IT'S \IEDllES WEllNESllAY Can you say "yes"? (NO RESPONSE) 
BlJf NOT THE D-D-DATI:: • 0: 40 'i'ry this. 
Uh, huh. -- t · CE SINGING "HERE C0.'1ES THE [)R IDE 
CS MU:'18LES) -- La, La, La • . . . 
Let me look at your eyes · a minute 
dig pupil ~~ \~~t'°}fJ~ ~~ 50 ~=~~ 'h:~: r~u~c;~~~~;n~0~o~~n!:~: . with your Really big p;,pil on the right side. == Can you sing? 
Say, uh. f 
Can you say f~i~~~l; == ~an(~o:Ol!~N~.~~s·:.~R~~;·~~ESPONSE> 
.") 
Yeah, that's right. How can. you say 1:00 Can you • •• 
" ·_ 1; Sinu with me. -- •rry this. 
CE SI NGS \•/HEN THE SA I NTS ) La, La.lria • • • J__ ~ (E. SINGS "HAPPY. BIRTHDAY"> 
<S r'IUM13LES> I COULU (~'T) SUG, I CO ,D • • • __ La, La, La ••• 
· Let 1 s hear you sing. . 
(S MUMBLE S SOME Tll ll<G) .;J;Rvous' A CIGARETTE 
A-what? Acis;;;t°te? 
~~lO Can you s(~ni~NTINUES "tJIRTHDAY"> 
Can you no this? Can you do that? CE MAKES A FIST WITH HI S RIGHT 
Make a fist. :"lake a fist. HAND ANl.J SHOWS S l 
Well, we can fix you up with that ~:;,e~h~~; 
CS i·\Ui·liJLES> Uh, huh. 
CS i•IUMBLES) Hold 11\Y hand a minute. Squeeze hard. 
How what I 1 d like to cfo is have you sing with me. 
Can rou sing with me? 
(E SINGS "HAPPY t3 1fHHDAY") La, La;
1
,;; th~t.l 
(i•IUi·liJLE> I 'VE llEJ::N NERVOUS AND SHAKING ALL llO&~iNG. 
Uh huh - sing! 
CE COl<TINUES "HAPPY BIRTHDAY"> 
Can you make a fist with t he left hand? 
Here, see . (SHO\·/S FIST AGA I N> 
1:20 Peggy make a fist. i (NO RESPONSE FHDi4 S> 
· Bi1: left pupil 
Bigger than the rie;ht 
Can you make • • . 
·Can you make a fist? 
1: 30 Well, you ' re moving your left arm around 
purposefully all rif(ht •. :10 problem about that. 
Hut, uh • . . you 1 re moving the IV stand with it. 
But you're not sa.vin r, anythin". ' (IV STAND ON LEFT SIDE OF l:lED ABOVE HEAD> 
Can you say ":ifes "? 
(S MUi4dLES SQ,4ETlilNG Al:lOIJT) DiUN~ OF WATER =~4o ~:: ;~~c:~e a fist with your ri ~,il t hand? 
I'll tell you what we'll do: we111 give you a little somethi~~ to smoke __ Can you sa.v? 
and eat right afier you 11et done but you can sing first. __ r: u: SINGS "HEHf COMES THE BRIDE"> 
CS MUMtJLES> -- LLa, La, Lh • • • 
CE- Sl liGS " HAPPY BIRTHDAY") La, ~a, La ••• ) l :)O [:4aking a little effort, h.uh? CS OPENED HER 1-10\.(fH) 
Go ahead. -- CE CONTINUES "t:lRllJE") 
!lip; ~~~~E~~tl.E ~Oi~i~t. == How 'bout? (E SI NGS "HAPPY i3 1RTHDAY"> 
Lef't arm ·still completely flaccid . ;~00 ,~:i·1~a;o~~r; ~i~in e y our forehead well with your arrn 
Try this: __ but you' re not sayine: anything. 
([ Sl l~GS "MAf~Y HAiJ A LITTLE LAM~ " ) La, La·, La ••• ) __ ~an you say hello? 
!?!hJ!~GEN -- giJ~~? ~Su~r ~':ae:•:,.nc'1 
Can you sing? --1 G y CE SINGS "HAPPY 131RTHDAY") Can you sing, Peggy? 2:10 La, La, La ... 'l'ry t:nnt . 
. <l. s 1w;s ":·.IArlY ••• ") La, La, La •• ·J == LA, LA, LA ••• (S TRYS TO SING> 
~· U11 huh. ~ing. -- CS CONT INUES SINGING) . 
(S TR~;;i: [~;T~:~gJ ;~20 CE HELPS. SIN~~~G~ECOGNIZAllLE ME LODY BUT RECOGNIZABLE AS SI NG l.NG) 
· CE HELPS) <S ;.1u;.\i3LESi -- (S CONTINUES SINGING) 
You,sa.iu 11\Y name. == CE.HELPS> . 
Would you say your name? CS CONT INUES SINGING - OR MAYBE TO SPEAK. HERE) That's .~~~:- ;~30 ~::: La ,<t"Sl.N~S."HERE. COMES THE llRIDE • .• "> 
All ril!ht • now try that• -- Con you do that'! 
CE Sl ~IGS "HEHE CO:·IES TllE lJR IDE",>' La, La, La· ·1-- ( 
(5 s 1:1GS "HEfl[ C\J:4ES. THE !)R IDE") ~. A, LA •• : == (c CONT INUES ... ~RIDE") " 
Keep going 2: 40 . . 
• LO'H alJout , un 
11 
<FAI RLY GOOD f~ELODY> == ~ CE SING.S "HAPPY lllRTHDAY ) 
__ ~a, .i....a , La ... 
\/HAT I llvi;'T LIKE AbOlJr 111\Ei< YOUR THROAT'S • • • ~~50 Can you do that? 
What's thematter with-yo-;;;: throat?-IT llOES;i'T~-: CS MAY lJE TRYING TO SAY SOMElH ll ·~G) 
Th~ SOUNDS OON'1' \IANT TO COi·!!i __ ~ Can you moke a fist? (WITH YOUR RIGHT HANO?) 
\liiill l YOUR nl.w,\i-FEELS LIKE A \IATl::RHELON. (S GROANl l-IG) 
----- Is that ri@t? It's flaccid. <RE: RIGHT HANO) 
l 'k t lon 3:00 Squeeze 11\Y le rt nand . Y~ur throat feels 1 e 1: "~ts~ . .' __ ~ou're squee~inB 11~icely with the left hnnd . 
. <LEFT HAND '1/AVES I N THE Alf<) Make a fist with your left hand. -- Can you say yes • CS MADE NO EFFOIH) 
There ' s movement in the Can you make a fist with both hands. -- rE s I NGS "HAPPY BIRTHDAY") 
left arm but no fist. There's a great fist all ril')lt. Give, me 3 . 10 S IMMEDIATELY TRIES TO SING) 
a ~queeze with your other hana. Can you gi.V'e me a sq~e~ze ~. lef~. flal1d? -~ LA LA, LA . . . . 
. IF. I PU.~CU ANYBODY .nrn TIAf . FiS! i LL -- ~RENDITION SEEMS MORE MELODIC THAN TALKING 
CHEF . TO RIGHT HAIJ[J FIST> GET FINGERNAILS l.£!.. MY PALI"!.:_ -- . llUT THE TUNE WAS 13ARELY t<ECOGNIZABLE> 
· . You bett_er ~ot do that, you.' ll ·c~~ru;,Ou~s~lf". -- Uh huh. . . 
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3:20 
( E. SINGS " Try "Happy Birthdey". 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY") La,· La, L.a •• ·l 
CS CONHNUES - MORE RECOGN IZABLE AS "HAPPY BIRTHDAY "> 
(E HELPS) 
Like that. 
( S S INGS "HAPPY U I RTHDAY") 3: 30 
LA LALA •• 
_(GOOD t•).ELODYJ 
Nm'.; would you sey "Today is ·wednesdey"?. 3: 40 
TODAY IS WEDNESDAY. --
Yeah, it's clearing up pr;;t'ty well isn't it? --
Can you squeeze with -thi!; hand now? - -
• (LEFTJ CS NOT Ai:JLE) •3:50 
Can you raise your hands up in the air? 
Both of them . --
(SLIGHTLY LESS VIEL L THAN THE Rl\:>HTJ Yes, you are raisin~e~hesr:fio~~: == 
OH YES, I RAIS ED l'l~E~i A WHILE AGO AND COUNTED FOR YA. 4: 00 
H!"'°? 
How about _ 
( f: SINGS "WHEN THE SA INTS") 
La, La , La . : . · 
(S TR IES TO' SING AGAIN - i:JARE LY RECOGNIZAB LE) 
A LA, LA ••• 
(TR I ES_ TO USE SOME \vORDS) 
i CS _ SEEMS -TO BE TRYING TO SAY SOMETHING HERE) 
l 
Can . you say your name now? 
Tell us_ your name . 
PEGGY 
~; can you say yes? 
YES CWEAKL Y) 
·c,;:n you make a fist with your _;i 13h_t .han~?R IGHT Hi\l<tJ) 
Squeeze ll\Y fir:gers. Yes, you can ao it. . 
You can squeeze nicely with that hana. 
4: 10 -That a girl. · OK 
I cemernber. 
COULD I PJ::lUIAPS HA\ii:: A"' TISSUE? 
Can you wi egle the toes on your feet? 
Can you wi ggle your toes? Wiggl e them on both feet. 
'dell, t here's not r.iuch wiggle on the ri{',ht. 
You' re wigsling the l eft foot nicely, 
4: 20 but you're not wi gt;ling the ri ght foot. 
Higgle the ri{',ht foot. 
Can you left your ri{'.,ht hand up in the air? 
Lift this one up in the air. CE TOU:::HES RIGHT ARM) 
!lo, t hat's your left hand. You ' re not doing . 
4: 30 'l'he right arm is flaccid. 
Can you squeeze ll\Y fin gers now? 
Squeeze ll\Y fin gers with the ri ght hand. 
See!T'.s to me you' re not' doing it. You're not doin13 
(S ;~AY llE TRYING TO TAL K) -
4 : 40 There was a little squeeze at one time. 
Let me hear you say ''.yes" again . 
( S ~IUMi:JLES SOM!: TH I NG) 
Can you tell me what da,y it is today? 
4: 50 ( S MUMBLES) 
Can you sey Monday? 
Say Monday. 
5 :00 MONDAY 
OK. That's right. It is ;·.(ondey. Very scad. 
lmAT DID YOU •• - .'? CS MU1~i3 LESJ 
OK, let's try_ sin s in g ag'ain. 
5: lO No, (;h:il,~L;!;·: rie;ht . 
!low, I' 11 tell you what you do. 
You try and sins "Monday" 
Uh, try and sing a gain. 
5 .20 OK, try and sin g "Hanny Bi rthda,v" 
(S r<AIS lS LEFT Alli"\) 
· !La, La, La ~E. S ~ NGS "HAPPY 13 1RTHlJAY") 
== rA, LA, LA . , ~S S INGS "HAPPY BIRTHuAY" RECOGN IL.Al3LY VIE LU 
5. 30 
--. Good. 
~~ 40 ~:: • :a:ry.L~~~ ill l~~: ·:: !:: ~~:::: ~:: ~:ll~:·:_il 
-- CA, LA, LA •.• 
~~50 All rie;ht. 
Can you say "Today is Monday"? 
1'ry on that . 
6~oo Todey is Monday. 
(S MlJMGLES) 
<.:an you say "My name is Pegg.~ 11 ? 
-- MY NANE IS FZGC' 6: l O Try it agai-n .-
-- My name is Pege;y. 
-MY i~AHE IS fEGGY 
Very good. 
6: 20 OK. CS TALKING WEL L AT b:45) 
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L.H. (LEFT) 4 MAY 1972 L.H. (RIGHT) 6 MAY 1972 
ONE 0:00 ONE . TWO (INJECTION) 
TI\Q THREE FOUR 
(INJECTION) TilREE Keep going. 
Uh huh, keep going. (THE RIGHT ARM FELL DOWN 
FOUR. ~10 , c!:Ey~:~ak~~ ;isst!Nwi~:1;:s F~::a.? •• 
FIVE . -- the right one? 
Keep going. -- How about opening this hand. 
SIX SEVEN o: 20 ia:e~0~o~~;: ~~!~i~:n~ight at me. 
Uh huh. Open this hand, can you open it? (S. -~ESPONDS.) 
(RIGHT l;IAND RAISED That a girl. 
LEFT HAND DROPPED) Make a fist. 
Can you make a fist with your right hanq? 
· Make a fist. Can you make a fist? 
You• re not doing it. 
Make a· fist. Uh huh; 
Can you say, ,;hello"? Say, ·;'hello." 
. _ . ·Hello, ~ell,~. 
Say, "yes." Can you. say,_ YE:>S .? 
Hmm, can you say what day today is? Not y~t. 
(RIGHT HAND STILL ~!SEO) 
Make a· fist with your right hand. 
· Loretta, make a fist. 
Well, you're not doing it with the right hand. 
(LEFT HAND IS LIMP.) 
Can -you say, "yes," Loretta? 
Can you say, "yes"? 
(SLIGHT TONE J°N THE RIGHT LEG AND 
THE LEFT LEG r·s f!LACCID.) 
Can you say, "yes"? 
Say, "yes." 
Say, · "yes," Loretta. 
Loretta, say, "y.es. 11 
Sey, "yes . 11 
(OKAY, RiGHT TOES DOWN 
LEFT TOES VERY UP 
0:30 
0:50 
1:00 
1:10 
LEFT HAND STILL FLACCID 1:20 
RIGHT HAND UP IN THE AIR.) 
Make a fist with your right hand. 
Can you sing? 
La, la, la .• .) 
Try that. l:JO 
Can you make a fist? 
Can you say, "yes"? 
.Say, "yes," (NO RESPONSE) 
Can you open . your hand up? · 
Open it up wide. 
Now, I showed you how and you did it. 
Okay. 
Open it up. See! 
Here, look right at me. 
Can you say, "yes"? 
Say, "yes," Loretta. 
Can you make a fist? 
You didn't do it when I showed you how, 
maybe you can do it when I ask you. 
Can you make a fist? 
You're not doing it. (RIGHT ARM SLIGHTLY LIMP.) 
Can you make a fist? 
Make a fist, Loretta, see? 
(EYES ARE MARkEDLY DEVIATED TO THE LEFT 
THE HEAD IS TURNED TO THE LEFT, THE 
THUMB ON THE LEFT HAND IS MOVING IN 
AND OUT, BUT SHE'S NOT MAKING A FIST.) 
Can you make a fist? 
(THE RIGHT SIDE IS STILL COMPLETELY 
FLACCID.) 
Can you say, i•yes," Loretta? 
(THE LEFT HAND IS PURPOSEFUL: 
PULLING AT THE SHEETS BUT NOT 
FOLLOWING ANY INSTRUCTIONS.) 
Make a fist, can you make a fist? 
(HEAD TURNED To LEFT. ) 
Hello. 
Can you say, "yes," Loretta? Say, "yes." 
(HAPPY BIRTHDA~1 
Can you make a fist with your right hand? 
(CORRECT RESPONSE) 
Tliata giil, you did it very good. 
1:1,0 (THE RIGHT LEG WITHDRAWS WHEN STIMULATED.) 
(S. VOIDED.) 
Make a fist with your left hand. 
·That's pretty limp isn't it? 
Make a fist again with your right mind, that's good. 1.: 5G 
Now, can you sey, "yes"? 
Can you say, "yes"? Say, "yes," loud. 
That's it·. ·say• "yes," out loud. 
I see you keep :ge::}:S..[tihs~~:rve;ig:d ::.ne:. ?.:00 
saY, say, "yes." 
If I pinch you will ~~ ;,~es:, ~·~~~·~ie ~':? 
Huh? OW Ow, yeah. 2:10 
Say, "yes." 
Can you say, "yes"? 
. Can you say, "yes"? 
Open your hand up wide, open it all the way up. 
(CORRECT RESPONSE) That's right,_you dtci. it. 2:20 
·Now, make a fist· Make a fist, 
Make a fist with. your ~ight hand, 
Well, you' re not doing it now. 
Make a fist. 
Can you make a. • • 2 :JO 
Now stick out just your thumb. 
(CORRECT RESPONSE) 'That ' _s good, very good, 
Say, "yes." .can you sEiy, "yes"? 
. . Try singing now, okay? 
2
:i+O 
(JINGLE BELLS) . La, la, la.] 
Can you do that? 
(JINGLE BELLS) La, la, la •.• ) = 
(HAPPY .BIRTHDAY) La, la, la'.] .~:50 
Can you sing that? 
(HAPPY BIRTHDAY)~ la, la... . J = 
Well, you have your thumb out, huh? _ 
. . Jingle Bells, try that 3 :00 
Jingle Bells, Jingle Bells, Jing_le ail __ 
(E. SINGING) the way. -
Can you do that·? _ 
(JINGLE BELLS) La, la, la ••• ) . -
Can you say, "yes"? Huh? Can you sa,y, "yes"? Say; "y~s."' J:lO 
· Make a fist. Make a _fist, Loretta. --
Make a fist, pull your thumb in. Make a fist". · __ 
No.;, open your hand. Now, open it up, open, 
Open the hand. That's the way. 
(DEFINITE RIGHT TOE SI~, BUT THE 
LEFT LEG .OOES NOT HAVE A TOE 
SIGN, n _WITHDRAWS.) 
Cail you, ah, make a fist? 
Make a fist. 
~=~l~~u look at me?. (S._ MAY HAVE HAD SEIZURE.) 
Look right at me. 
Can you say, "yes." Loretta? 
Can you see? (SNAPS _FINGERS.) 
See my finger? (NO.) 
(THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE FACE IS LIMP, 
THE RIGHT ARM IS CERTAINLY FLACCID.) 
Can you make a fist? 
La, la, la... (HAPPY BIRTHDAY) 
'l'ry singing. r· ........ ,_,, """"') 
Or, how about Jingle Bells? r· ... ... . '"""' ,ms) 
Hello Loretta, . open your eyes. 
Can you se:y, "yes"? Say, "yes." 
(THE HEAD TURNED TOWARD E. ) 
There you are, you' re a little ";uore awake. 
Can you make a fist with this hand? (LEFT) 
Uh, make a fist. 
Can you make a fist? 
Squeeze my fingers. _ 
Squeeze hard. (WEAK FIST.) . 
Squeeze hard. · 
(LITTLE VERBAL COMPREHENSION; ALTHOUGH 
THE HANDS ARE MOVING IN A COORDINATED 
WAY.) . 
Can you open it? 
Oh, a big yawn. 
Squeeze my hand, again. 
(~iNG HAPPY BIRTHDAY.) 
(NO.) 
Figur~ rr.,.,,4 
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Now, make a fist wi:ain. Make a fist, good·,_hoid it~ ·3:20 
· Make a fist with this band. (LEFT) -
It's completely limp • . -
Stick your thumb out. -
(LEFT H#lD IS CCMPLETELY FLACCID) -
Can you stick out your thumb, your right thumb? 3:30 
Stick out your tbullib. -
Well, you' re not doing it now, huh 7 :-
Can you say, "yes, 11 now? -
There's the thumb. That a gi:r;l. -
Can you sey, "yes"? Huh? 3 :40 
Wake up, w°t;i .u~,~~ .:: 
I'm going to scratch your foot again, -
you tell me if you can feel it, if -
you feel me scratch your foot, you 3: 50 
sey, "ow," will ya? OW -
(RIGHT TOES "DO~) -
(LEFT TOES ABOUT VERY POSITIVE) -
How · about seying uh, "yes. "- -
· Can you sey, "uh huh"? 4:00 
uH HUH. Good. girl, "very good. -
Okay, sey, "yef>." Just like that. "yes."-
. YEE S.= 
SAY 4:10 
YE1H'.= 
Uh huh. -
YETII, THIR.-
How about singing? 4: 20 
(JINGLE BELLS) La; la, la •• ) ·-
Try tbat:·-
[La, la, la.· (HAPPY BIRTHDAY) 
Can you sing? Huh? · [ r;,., la, la. • • (HAPPY B!RTH>AYl 
(S. APPEAAS TO BE SOMEWHAT ALERT. ) : 
r you sey' "La, La, La. II (HAPPY BIRTHDAY) 
Let 1 s try it now, I'll give you a reward, 
rem~ber the cw:idy· (S. SMILES EITHER TO WORD, "CANDY" 
There s a nice SJlll.le. OR TO E's FACE WHICH IS CLOSE 
Do you want the candy? TO HERS AT THIS POINT) 
Try it. r· la, la ... . (""'PY BIR-Yl 
You're starting that's it. ra• la, la... (HAPPY BIRTHDAY) 
(JINGLE BELLS) La, la, la • • 1-
. Can you do that 7 4: JO &.. 
Can you tell me what today is? _:. (THE RIGHT ARM IS STILL FLACCID.) 
What day is today? _ 
TODAY IS MONDAY. _ 
That is correct, now try la, la, la. ·-1---
(HAPPY BIRTHDAY 4:40 
It's my birthday, sing me Happy Birtbdey. --
Can you do that 7 -
(HAPPY BIRTHDAY) ·La,' la, la. ·1 = 
4:50 
WHAT'S THE DATE OF YOUR BIR1H? = 
May 7th. It's real_ly Thursday, my birthday. -
· Well_.. that wouldn't hU:t. -;-00 Try that, try saying 5 • 
(HAPPY BIRTHDAY) La, la, l~·J = 
Can you do that? -
( HAPPY BIRTHDAY) La, la, la ••• 1 -
. .J 5:10 
Can you do that'? -
Or sing Happy Birthday with words. -
(SINGS) Happy Birthday to you~-
(SC\"IE MELODY) HAPPY BIRTHDAY'TO YO!JJ 5:
20 
Okay.·-
I FORGET HIS NAME: -
Give me a squeeze. 
Huh, can you squeeze it. 
~:, y~~e!o t~!i~!.nd up. (NO RESPONSE.) 
Can you sing? 
[La, la, la... . (JINGLE BELLS) 
Remember the candy? 
That's a girl,_ lpok_ at the candy now. 
La, la, la... (JINGLE BELLS) 
Can you do that? 
OOH ••• 
fLa, la, la... (JINGLE BELLS) 
L 
Okay. film, hm, hm. • • (HAPPY BIRTHDAY) 
L 
OOH ••• 
AAH ••• 
rm• hm, hm ••• (HAPPY BIRTHDAY) 
Doctor Gordon -. yeah, Gordon. -- :"11• SHA, SHA ••• 
(S-INGS) Happy Birthday -co yoa 5:30 ·can you make a fist? 
Happy Birthday to yo -- Make a fist with both hands. 
Happy Birthday Doctor Gordon -- Make a fist with both hands. 
- Try that, okay? ll:ere you go. -- (RIGHT HAND STILL FLACCID.) 
(SPOKEN) HAPPY BIRTHDAY OOCTOR GORDON. --
And, what's the end of it? 5:40 
(END OF HAPPY BIRTHDAY) La, la, la • • • J -
Sing that. (SINGS) Happy Birthday to you. - Loretta, ca,n you tell m~ your name? 
ca.ii you do that 7 -- Loretta, say' "Loretta. 
(SPOKEN) HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU. 5·: ;;c.. 
Tell me again what day is today? 
TODAY IS AIMOST THE DATE THAT . 
MY HUSBAND DIED. 
:i:s that right? 
Can you make a fist ~ith this hand? 
This left hand which is absolutely, 
completely flaccid~ 
Let's see you open the right hand. 
Open it up. That's very good. You're doing it. 
Make a fist, make a fist. 
Uh bub, now stick 'out your _thumb. 
Stick out your thumb. 
All right. NN·, let's try the toes again. 
~ 
Oh, that was I scratched your foot, 
I won't do that again • 
. MUMBLE HA, HA.. 
(THE TOE IS VERY POSITivf.) 
Yeah, your talking pretty well, liuh7 
6:00 
6:10 
Loretta, it's a nice smile. (PROBABLY RESPONDING TOE. 'S VOICE 
Loretta, can you say, "yes"? AND EXPRESSION.) 
Can you say; "yes"? 
Can you say, "yes"? 
Can you say, "yes," Loretta? 
Say, "yes." 
Well, you patted my cheek very nicely, 
but you' re certainly not saying yes. 
"!ould you like, like to be nice to me, 
hub? 
Would you like to be nice to me? 
- Sure you would, let me hea; you sing. 
-6 [La, la, _la... (JINGLE BELLS) :20 
If you wanna be nice to me, that's the wey. [La, la, la... (HAPPY BIRTHDAY) 
(RIGHT ARM IS NOW MOVING SPONTANEOUSLY.) 
6:JO" OWH (YELP·.) (E. SCRATCHES BOITC\"t OF FOOT.) 
(LEFT FOOT NOW WITHDRAWS A!'l[L ItiJ;; __ If today is Monday, what is tomorrow -
. going to be?_~ -- RIGHT TOE IS NOW DOWN.),. 
That's absolutely right. -
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We got a minute left for some singing. 6:40 Can you make a fist with both hands? 
Nothing wrong with that. All right now let's try. While I'm showing ya, make a fist. 
• Both hands • 
(HAPPY BIRTHDAY) La, la, la.·] = You opened your left hand up wide. 
Can you do that? You haven't done it yet. 6~ 
5
(, I LOVE YOU. 
(HAPPY BIRTHDAY) IA, IA, IA. ·1 ~ Oh, but you didn't sing. 
_ You can't love me very much. 
_ Can you sing now? 
__ Sing. 
(FAIR MELODY, BUT NOT GOOD 7:0CJ !La, la, la... (HAPPY BIRTHDAY) 
- • 'Go. ahead. 
- . LoVE (TO THE TUNE OF HAPPY BIRTHDAY.) 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY DOCTOR GORDON. - -- (GOOD MELODY · ) 
7:10 YOU 
Well, thank you very much. 
Okay, well your right hand is. 1D YOU 
I I LL. EVEN BUY YOU A PRESENT. .!. 
·· The. left hand is quite LOVE 
You're ·going to buy him a present. 7:20 
YEAH. You can sing Happy Birthday to me YOU 
--or! Wednesday, that'll make my present, TO YOU 
the best present he ever had if you 
sing Happy Birthday to him on Wednesday. - .!. 
That's right. Okay, well, now then um ••• ?:JO LOVE 
Can you wriggl;h:~~ lf~;: YOU 
Can you ~igglEc= · the left ones? 1 right. 
Wiggle tl1e left ones. 
No, wiggle on· the left. 7: 40 
Wiggle the right ones again. --
. Wigg{.e your right toes. -
You' re not doing it. 
· Wiggle your toes. 
one. 
Wiggle your toes. '.' : ~J 
Left ones, she's doing it. - . 
-Can you see something there? 
Wiggle your toes, Loretta. --
There goes the left ones. --
Okay, now then, can you make a fist 8:00 
with this hand? ,-
(RIGHT) Squeeze my hand. .:__ 
'.Jake a fist with both hands as hard -
as you can. -
. Make a fist. 8:10 
OH, I'D LOVE 1D SQUEEZE YOUR HAND. -
Oh, give it a squeeze then, -
Here, squeeze this. (LEFT HAND) -
That a gii:;l. --
Okay, now squeez·e it with the other 8:20 
You're not doing it yet. (RI1$.lT HAND) ·-
Well, uh ••• How about Jingle Bells? --
(JINGLE BELLS) La, la, la •. J-
. JIN~[f i~fi~ ;;JO 
(FAIRLY GOOD MELODY) JINGLE BELLS ,..= 
JINGLE ALL THE WAY __ 
OH WHAT RJN IT IS TO RIDE -
IN A ONE HORSE OPEN SLEIG! 3 : 40 
_ Great. __ 
Tha:t' s .the best I ever he~rd you singing. ---
r think we are about done' aren. t we? -
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B.K. (LEFT) 15 SEPTEMBER, 1972 B. K. (RIGHT) 18 SEPTEMBER, 1972 
(INJECTION) _ONE 1WO 0:00 ONE _1WO' (INJECTION) 
. ~ F~ 1HREE .p~-
SEVEN EIGHT FIVE SIX. 
Nine Ten . Keey c-;;;:;ting. 
· Can you keep going? 
(RIGHT HAND) Your hand is going, but I 
don't hear you talkiill':, 
SIGH "(HEAVY . BREATHING) 
Keep moving your hand That's very good. 
0:10 (BOTH HANDS DROPPED DOWN AND . BOTH 
FEET DROPPED rlO'i.N,) ~ 
Can lou count any? 
Can you say anything? 
0:20' Have you stopped breathing Mrs. K --? 
Keep making fists with both hands. 
' The right hand is making a ·fist 
· but not' ~e ·left hand. 
Are you breathing? 
(}DlBITAAY RESPIRATORY ARREST.) 
Can you sey, "yes"? 
Mrs. K --
Can you sey, "yes"? 
Can you sicy-, ;•yes"? 
0:30 Now, you're breathing. 
Can you stick out your tongue? 
Stick out yoUr tongue·, Mrs. K --
(LEFT LEG FALLS, RIGHT REMAiNS STRONG) · 
(FLACCID ALL OVER) 
0:40 How about a little painful stimulation? 
J!!!!2. 
Can you stick out your tongue Mrs. K --? 
Stick out your tongue. O: 50 
(EYES DEVIATED TO THE RIGHT)" 
· He:i_lo, Mrs. K --. . Hello 
Can you sicy-, "yes"? 
Can you sey, "yes"? l..;OO 
Stick out your tongue. 
Well you;;· right hand is still = . 
going back and forth.· 
Can you open your right hand? 
Open up your hand Mrs, K -- 1: 10 
· Open your hand 
Open it up 
No,' you' re still maJting~ a .fist 
Are you going to respond to that at all? 
(NO:) 
(BOfii i'UPILS ARE EQUAL AND THI! EYES 
.ARE DEVIATED MARKEDLY TO THE LEFT.) 
How about a little pine~ in the trapezius? 
·csLiGHT QUIVER IN THE LEFT SIDE OF THE 
FACE.) 
How ·about rubbing the sternum? 
Hello there. 
Are you starting to wake up a little? 
back and forth. 
Can you' wiggle y;ipr toes? 
- (NO.) •- · . 
1: 20 yan you move your left arm up in the air? 
Wiggle your. toes • 
Hello. Can you open your eyes? 
Would a little pinch help you to, we.H:e up 
a little .bit? l·JO 
(RIGHT .SIDE .OF .THE FACE WINCED) • -~ 
· stick out your tongue• · _ 
(A TRAPEZIUS PINCH ON THE LEFT SIDE _ 
PRODUCES A LITTLE BIT OF WINCE ON 
THE RIGHT.) • , •40 
All right' well let's see you stick out. ~· 
Y,Our tongue, Mrs. K --
Can you stick out your tongue? 
Huh; stick out your tongue. 
(THE EYES ARE STILL DEVIATED TO THE RIGHT.) 
What have you got squeezed there wit~ 
the right halid? 
Boy, you got a good grip on the right hand • ... 
·can you let go?. Let go· 
You just keep on squeezing . 
You• re not cooperat~ng here• 
1:50 
2 :00 
2:10 
Could you let go with this hand? 
(POSSIBLE TRACTION RESPONSE) 
There now you let go. --
Now if j(OU put a little tractiol;l 
2:20 
· it closes right up again. 
(RIGHT LEG NOT FLOPPED OVER. RIGHT 
HAND IS WELL COORDINATED, HOLDING ONTO 
THE SIDE OF THE BED. THE EYES ARE NO 
. LONGER DEVIATED.) 
Can you stick out your tongue Mrs. K --? 
(COORDINATED M:inONs OF THE RIGHT HAND, 
BUT NO SPEECH.) 
CTHE RIGHT LEG HAS GOT SOME TONE, 2:40 
THE LEFT LEG HAS t>joNE. ) 
(THE RIGHT ARM IS MOVING WELL.) __ 
ca.ii you do anything with this arm? (LEFT) . __ 
.CNO~ IT'S C0'1PLETELY FLACCID ON THE LEFT.) 2: 50 
How about a·"Ha~I>Y Birthday."?_ -
Can you say, "Happy Birthday"? -
(SINGS) Happy "!iirthday to yo;, 
· La. la, la •• } 
Mrs. K--, how about that? 3:00 
· ,. La, la, la • .-.] · 
How about this? 
Can you do something with this left arm? 
(60Td ARMS FLACcfD. ) . 
(PINCHING THE LEFT TRAPEZIUS GIVES 
WINCING ON THE LEFT SIDE OF THE FACE 
BUT NOT ON THE RIGHT SIDE.) 
How about in the toes here? 
(POSITIVE TOE SIGN ON THE RIGHT.) 
(NOTrl1NG ON THE LEFT·) 
(SLIGHT TOt: SIGN ON THE LEFT.) 
(THE LEFT THU'1B MOVED -SLIGHTLY.) 
(NO TOE SIGN ON THE LEFT AND A LITTLE 
BIT OF ONE ON THE RIGHT MOSTLY 
c:~;~~Dm~;~ ~~i~ ~~~~-"\(LEFT) 
Give us a squeeze over here with 
the left hand. (FLACCID) 
(MAY HAVE BEEN A LITTLE ~TION.) 
(THE LEFT HAND MOVES WHEN THE TRAPEZIUS 
IS PINCHED.) 
(LEFT . HAND MAKES PiNCHING MOTION.) 
Squeeze my )land. 
(PINCHED THE TRAPEZIUS .. ) 
(LEFT HAND MAKES A PINCH.) 
Moving your mouth. · 
(HAPPY BIRTHDAY) ·La, la, la •• ] = 
3:10 (LITTLE TONE ·IN THE LEFT ARM.) Now r 'm going to rub your · sternum. 
Well, you' re makii;ig a fist . in the 
left hand., 
Now, what if I pinched. the trapezius? 
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(SAINTS) La_, l!'; la.• J ~20 
Let's try it a little slower tempo• _ 
. (HAPPY BtRTt-DAY) '.La, la, la •• -.1-3:30 
'"'"' ..,., ""''"""-" ""'""· J ~'.' 
I think I have t~e . wrong melody now my~eif. j"; 50 . 
Ho'W about Happy Birthday? -
(HAPPY BIRTHDAY) La, ia, la •• ~ ;.... j ~00 
Happy Birthday. 
Wake up and. say; "hello", 
can you say· something Mrs. K•-? _4 : 10 
. Bernice . Say: "yes. 11 
·can you say, "yes'.''l 
Huh? 
Can you . say, "yes"? · ;::20 Can you say, "ha"? · 
's8.y, ·"ab ... "= 
.Ah ••• 
Can you say, "ah"? -
That's a little easier than seyin~ yes. 4:30 
Can you open your eyes? -
Open your eyes. -
Make a fist over here with your right hand. : 
Now open it up, open it up. 4:40 
Keept_ ·it. open, keep it open._ = 
(KEEPS MAKING FISTS AND OPENING.) -
Keep it open:· -
Well, you got a good fist there, but you 4:50 
. aren 1t keeping it open ....... 
Can you keep· :i.t closed? -
Keep your fist closed. · 
Keep it closed. 
Now, no, no, keep it closed. 5:00 
How about the left one? -
Can you make a · fist over here with the left one? -
(COMPLETELY LIMP) -
How about l?ayiriS, "yes'i? "Yes?" -:1 Can yous~, "yes"? Huh? Say, "yes~" 5. O 
. YES 
There' s a "ye-;:-tt·. = 
Say it.ap:;ain, se:y, "yes." -
YEAH Tb.at · a girl. 5:20 
Can you stick out your tongue? -
(TRYI_NG UNSUCCESSFULLY)_ = 
Can you make a pinch for us? 
HYunhh.? (LEFT H#V MAKES PINCH MOTION.) 
e.a . 
Now, you're starting _to move a little. 
(THE EYES ARE STILL MARKEDLY DEVIATED 
TO THE. LEFT.) 
·Ce.ii you move this leg? 
How about moving this one? 
Can you move it? (NOTHING.) 
How about giving me a squeeze with 
this hand? 
Can you squeeze it? 
Can you do anything? _ 
Can you say, "hellon?• 
Can you· stick out your tongue? 
Stick yoiir tongue" out. . · • 
(EYES ARE- STARTING TO SWING OVER TO 
THE RIGHT.) 
(THE WINCE JS STILL MARKEDLY ASY""1ETRICAL, 
BUT IT IS PRESENT ON THE RIGHT SIDE.) 
Can you do something this (LEFT HAND) 
Mrs . K --? 
Give me a squeeze. 
How about this one. · 
Can you squeeze it? 
Yeah, now you're squeezing with 
the left hand. 
Okay, now that's it.· 
Let go with the left hand. 
Let go with it. 
Can you let go? 
Let go. · • 
No, she 1 s doing rhythmic movements. 
Noii squeeze -- hard. 
(NO RESPONSE TO . VERBAL COl'MAND. ) 
Let• s see what happens if we rub the sternum. 
(~ . (HEAVY BREATHI"(G) 
(MAKES A FI ST ON THE LEFT.) 
Can you move your feet? 
Let' s see you wiggle your toes . 
(NO.) 
(PuSITIVE RIGHT TOE SIGN NOTHING 
ON THE LEFT. ) 
(WITHDRAWAL OF THE LEFT LEG.) 
Can you say, "today"? 5:30 Can you move a little bit of something? 
Can you say, "la, la, la"? 
~ 
All right ~ow t~ 5: 40 
(HAPPY BIRTHDAY)° La, la, la. -
. (HEAVY BREATHING) ·-
(HAPPY BIRTHDAY) La, la, la. 
5:50 
Can you open your eyes? 
. Open your eyes. 
(SHE SEEMS TO BE GoING TO SLEEP.,,.) 
· Can you raise up your hand·? · 
What can you move? 
Can :(OU stick out your tongue? 
La, la, la . • • '" (MERRY WIDOW WALTZ) 
Come on, wake up. 
Wake up, Bernice, 
Stick
11
out .~our tongue. 
Say, yes. 
11
• t1 
g:~ ~~~ ::~: "~::ti~ Raise up your hand~ GROAN 6:00 
- Ke.ep it OPeil: 
Can you lift your arm up? 
- • (R.IGHT ARM VERY FLAccm) 
How about this one? 
Keep your hand open. 
GROAN 
Now · squeeze my fi~ 
Give it a good squeeze, squeeze it. 
6:10 Can you lift this one up? 
Hold it, hold it. 
' Can you do anything with your left side? 
(LEFT ARM NOT RESPONDING.) 
GROAN 
You I re squeezing rhythmically' but you' re 
not holding, hold· it, hold it. GROAN 6:20 
can you make ·a fist Witli yoiir other~­
Ma;Ylie she's singing •. -
Okey let's try that. -
(HAPPY BIRTHDAY) La, la, la .~ . 6;30 
OOOH -
(HAPPY BIRTHDAY) La, lS:, 1-;:-:-:- -
OOOH --
(HAPPY BIRTHDA.Y) La, la, ~ 6:40 
OOOH _ 
(SODIUM AMYTAL SEEMED TO PUT HER TO 0SLEEP.) -
Can she say· her- name?. -
Bernice ·6. 50 
Say, "BerD.ice." _: 
Say, "Bernice." _ 
. _Can ~~u se:y, "Bernice"? _ 
Be!'"nice -Wake up Bernice.,_ 
(BlLATERAL WINCE IN THE FACE AND 
WRIGGLE IN THE LEFT FOOT AND 
MOVING THE LEFT HAND.) -
Oi ve me a squeeze . 
. Here, I' 11 hold on here. 
Now, you squeeze my fingers . 
Y:ou're not doing it. 
You were doing it befo:re, 
Can you squeeze that? 
La, 18., la ... (MERRY WIDOW WALTZ) 
How about Jennifer, can you sing 
about Jennifer? 
La, la, la.•• (HAPPY BIRTHDAY) 
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l!SNICE ·7,00 
There you go, ve~ - Bernice, can you stick out your tongue? 
Nov, can you say, "yes"? -
YES - Open your eyes Bernice. 
Uh .h~, wake up a littie bit nQv; - Open 'em up. 
That · a gii-i, -don't ·go to sl.eep· with the : 7:'.10 
• sod~{um- ~al. = 
~ h~~?s~~~d;~~,· ro= ·= 
Sey, "to~~";~d~~ ~go ~EYES ARE DEVIATEO TO THE LEFT.) 
Say . it S<lai~,.fod1!-t¥se F~oi~a:.'t; = (P~PILS ARE NORM'\L.) 
TODAY IS FRIDAY. ?:JO (THE FACE IS NOW WINCING 
·Tb8.t's good now make a fiat· With 
0
botb bands. - S'f'.M-'\ETRICALLY.) 
Make a 'riat. - Make a· good riBt. - Can you move your right arm Bernice? 
Make a good fief now. - (VERY FLACCID.) 
You 1 i-e not doing it .with either- on~. ;;4o . 
That's a goo'cl. one, with the right one make _ (BOTH LEGS FLACCID.) 
_a fiSt. Hold the fist with the right one. _ You really are limp. 
Hov about the _iett One, Cao you make a fist -
over here with this coinpleteiY flaccid arm? - You' re not even doing anything with 
YES, YES IXJCTOR. 7:50 the left hand now. 
O~ay, make a fiat now. Holst my f'ingera . - Can you do anything with this left 
Don't let go. Don't let go. H0ld it. ;- hand? 
AU RIGHf SIR. - Give me a sq.ueeZ:e. 
No, you'1 re doing very.weak.. 8:00 Can you ~ay , "yes11 ? 
Hold on tight. Now ?P•\~m';i• = La, la, la ••• (MERRY WIOOW. WALTZ) 
Open your hand, open it up. :... (FACE IS SYM'IETRICAL ARMS NOW 
Open it up. That a girL - ARE SWMETRICALLY LIMP.) 
Very good~ oPen it all the wey. 8:10 
M.IMBLE -
Open . it up all the WS\Y, that'·a~ -
Can you open the other on~'l . Open the other one. -
. _. How about wiggling your toes? -
Wiggle your toes. Just the .right ones. 8:20 (POSITIVE LEFT TOE SIGN.) 
· Can you . wiggleithe left ones? - (WINCES WHEN RIGHT FOOT IS SCRATCHED.) 
- Wiggle all your toes . -
· ~UMBLE -
Tha~~ :::t::i::o:0:o:by::t ::/:~:::::? ~JO 2~~=~~T~~w:~; A BIT.) 
.9tick out your right thumb . Nope, _ 
Does;i't seem to work very well, does it? _ 
Now, why is it you 1 re able to follov a _ There you are. 
. . verbal .r~quest to wiggle your toes a: 40 Can yo~ say; :•yes, 0 nov? 
vhe~ you can't do t~1~rt:~~; :~'1 = ~ 
can you wiggle your leri toes? _ That a girl, just like that. 
(HEAVY BREATHit>.G) _ La, la, la ••• (MERRY WIOOW WALTZ) 
NO, that's the right toes. 8: 50 
Make a fis::.t· ·~o:;;ey~~1:::o8s~!::: = Sing. . . , 
Wake up. - ~' ~. ~· ••. (MERRY WIOOW WALTZ) 
That's it make a fiat '. -
Make a fist on both bands. ?:00 
(RECOGNIZABLE MELODY .) Can you make a fist on the other hand? 
I'LL TRY. You can t,.Y. 
---. · 1-l!MBLE 
can· you tell us what three pl.us fo~· 
' SEVEN "That's right. 9:10 
Hov about five plus t'1o'? 
What's five pluS iwci? 
SS' SEVEN 
That's right. 
~ov wake up a: little bit. 
I've got a hard one for you. 
How much is five plus eight? 
'- How about Happ¥ Birt!'iday? 
- La, la, la • • • (1-16.PPY BIRTHDAY) 
9
,
20 
Try that. 
~' ~. ~· • • (HAPPY BIRTHOAY) 
!'.f Uh . huh. ;;JO (~ECOGNIZABLE MELODY.) 
~(OR) (FIFTEEN) (?) _ 
. How ~? IHIRTEEN . -
Thirteen i~. -
Nov, c~ yoU . sing Happy Birthday? .g;40 What day is today? Sing, "la, la, la • •• 11 _ What day is today? 
(HAPPY BIRTHDAY) _ 
CXXlll Go ahead • .YOU -
YOUR MAKING YOURSELF SUFFER. - What. day of the week? 
We'll eu!'fer, Just sing. 9:50 ~? 
(HAPPY BIRTHOA~) La, -~, i:~~ .. = .. Wh?-t's two plus tvo? 
I' LL 00 IT FOR FOR A HAPPY BIRTiillAY. _ NNH - YES. 
- - F~ennife~R ~ OOLL 10:00 ~~!'s two plus two? 
Yeah. HAPPY BIRTIIDAY = . 
(l'IJRE SPOKEN THAN SUNG) HAPPY BIRTIIDAY = SEVEN - OOVEY 
~ BIRTIIDAY 10:10 No, it 1 s- not seventy-three, no. 
DEAR JENNIFER - Can you say, "yes"? 
HAPPY BIRTIIDAY IQ. PRINCESS -- Say• "yes·" 
~ HAPPY BIRTIIDAY 
Bow about ull ••• ·w: 20 What month is it7 
Would Jennifer like tos:::.;o~:ei:.g:~e. = ~-;=er. 
(SAINTS) La, la, la... Can you say, 11 Sep~ember 11 ? 
I -HARDLY IBINK SO oocToR.- . Say' uSeptemb~r. u 
How at>out . •• Hov about 'the "Merry Wid~Waltz." lO:JO ;~0~ ~,1~.~ne, two, 'three"? 
La, la, lr:.~:.5 ~ry a~:::: SEVEN 
~, ~, ~· · • OOLLAR ?fo, no, no. 
(SINGS MERRY WIOOW WALTZ.) 10:40 
(POOR MELODY) 
(MELODY DETERIORATES) 
La, la, la... ~, !6, ~· .. 
~one, two, three." 
SEVEN - LOVEY 
LOVIN - OOL -
SEVEN -
10:50 OOLLAR 
~' ~, ~- • · ~OU.t -the S8.ints7 La, 18., la ••• 
La, la, la •.. ~' ~' ~·· · ttvrii' la.: •• (SAINTS). 
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Can you so¥, 11Todey is September the titteenth"? U:OO HoV About th&t'l . "Fri~, Sej>tem.ber the fifteenth"? - Q:.a, _ la, le..·• (SAINTS~ 
I;LL TRY IT. Uh Huh. - Ro? • 
-roDAY !§. ~. ·. = ~!;e Y.~: :q~;:::z~~re? 
~ ~ FIFrEEN'IH. 11:10' The r 0ight arm is still kind of limp, 
You' re abs~lutely right:. ·- isn't 1 t? · · · · 
What liq vill tomorrov be?· - Hov about this one? 
~IT WILL BE. ·- I.et. me See you. ~iggle your toes Bernice • 
.!! ~ BE Uii Afiilsr1 - wiggle. · . ~t'is still going to be September t"Ommo-rz:o:w. 11:20 ~~~ ::~~8_ 1~ i.~~ti:~~:·00 the right .one. 
~ = i:~~n~;en;:1~: :o~ia!~ the left. 
I'M SORRY. - Make a fist. 
!JbS.t day is 1ttomo--;;;;;~ U:JO No, that's just the left band. 
What dey of the veek? - Make a fist vi.th both hands. 
SA1URDAY - Make a fist with both bands. 
. ---' - Nov, open your hand up. Open up. 
Y~~e~: ~:40 ~:~;e 0~~~· o~~:~~~pen. 
Nov, c~ you make a fist vi.th both bend;? - Make a fist, tight fist. 
Yee You are ~ving ~= ~e:.:8:0:1!!. ~!~ h=~:::: =~r: !!~~king your thumb. out in the left hand ~here. 
t Make a real tight fist over here. Fair._ I ~on't t~ink you got your instructions straight. 
Nov, let''s se:e ~cu.move th~ toesir:n bo:: feet. 11:50 ~~:.:eaag~~~e:::~eze with the left hand. 
Wiggle. em. . ~re ey go. - Nov, you have to let go. 
(BOTH WIGGLE.) - Squeeze vith the rigl;lt band. 
W~d~~\~;!eat~i~~: -~~;:~nih~0n:~'l = (SLIGHT GRIP.·ON THE RIGHT tWID FOR THE 
.!I OOESN'T MATIER~· ~:00 -.fi!:r5J .. : 1::"dttle grip. 
Let me see you viggle your toes again. 
Wake up. and 'W'i.ggle your toes. I'M JUSf FINE. -
Okay,"aing Happy Birthday~ then We're . -
. all done. -
I'M JUSf VERY 1HIRSIY. 12:10 
·wetre going to· give you ~~iilk o~t~ -
in· about three minutes. -
YO'u· sing. Happy . Birthday. -
QOH-
i\HY 00 YOU RJNISH YOURSELF JJOCTiiR? ~:20 
----"Be~we like_. the pain. :_ 
Now. HaPPY Birtbqsy -
(S!l\GS) to you. -~ BIR1HDAY 12_ TI!!!_,12:30 
(S!l\GS) HAPPY BIR1HMY 12_ TI!!!J= 
Good -
HAPPY BIRn-rni.Y DEAR JENNI;]ER :-
-- "'"iiAPPY'BIJUHDAY TO YW 12:4o 
--~~¥00;:: 
;}Te are DOW' going to pull out the needle -
and I . have to press. on your neck so it -
·won't bleed and that hurts a littl~ ~~t.·.12:50 
:!_W.T' SALL RIGHfOOCJOR, -
YOU BEEN VERY KIND. -
1 ':?e.'re going tO press ~h-;;;:· -
I don't think you' 11 like the preaain'g; -
·· nobody does. ·lJ:OO 
YOU'VE BEEN VERY NICE. 1HANK Yciu. -
Yea ma'~';;-; ~r~per pati;;t°, -
Wiggle your toes . 
~~: ~i~:;~~~ II swraffiER 
That's quite good. 
What year is it'l ~ 
That's vhat month it is. 
Wbat ye_ar? trn/EMBER 
No, vhat yea:rTS 1 t? 
1999? No. 
It's 197 ? 
Whe.t'l -
197 ? I • • OON'T KN:JW 
Can-yoUaay, 11tvo11 'l -
sa.Y, "tvo. 11 ~ 
Yeah. 
Nov say, "1972. 11 
~-­
n 
Wen, that's pretty good . 
What's two plus tvo . 
~ you tell us vbat tvo plus tvo ia'l 
PWS 
~·-Yea, vhat is t!J.at'l 
£!:!SORRY • • 
• ·1HAT I DIDN'T • • loU!BLE? 
If you add~d t"W'o, what do you get'l 
13:10 ~~~ Yeah. 
Two and t"W'o? 
13:20 Th\J AND Th\J 
w--
Are? 
Tw'o an(l t"W'o equals what 7 
- • Th\J AND 11\0 Yeah. 
13:30 -=-=-~-
ARE 
""Wha.t's the name of this to'WD. we're ·in? 
Where are "W'e7 • 
13:40 Can you tell us "W'here we are? CALIFORNIA 
That's the state, "W'he.t'a the~~ 
Q!!, £!:!SORRY. 
UH UH 
13:50 What dty. UH 
Do you knov the name of the hoapi tal 7 
~· 
14:00 That's pretty good. 
What' a rrry name? IXXTOR BOGEN. 
That1 e pretty goo~ --
What's your name? BERNICE K--
What month is it? -- -
14: 10 SEPTBIBER SIXTEENI11. 
Yeah, vhat, uh, "W'bei.t· year? 
Can you tell me vhat year it is? 
:::2C :· .!_ WILL. . 
l.M-! 
\ii! 
14:30 I'M SORRY. 
"Ca; you say, "1972"7 
1972 
ca:D""yo:U ~ive me ' a grip _nov .'W'ith'. this hand? (RIGHT.) 
Squeeze it vith the right hand. 
14:40 No"W let go. 
Let go. 
Open up both ~ands. 
Ope? up bqth bands all the "W'ay,, 
~: 5o ;~~t·~~o~dfist with both hands. 
Make p. fist. 
No"W' stick out the thumb on both hands. 
Can you stick out the thumb? 
You 1 re not sticking out the thumb on the right hand yet . 
15:00 Ah, there it is. '" 
Not so good. 
:l!hey~~i~~:e~~=r~~c~vered there yet, have you? 
- . ~· la, la ... (SAINTS) 
:,::10 L' ~. ~· .. (SAINTS) 
~.~VOICE. 
15:20 That's .sreat. 
15:30 
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P.D. (LEFT) 23 OCTOBER 1969 P.D. (RIGHT) 17 OCTOBER 1969 
ONE ~ 0:00 ONE 
THREE FOUR THREE FOUR 
FIVE. 
(INJECTION OF SOD IUM AMYTAL) 
C INJECT I ON OF SOD I UM AMYT AU FIVE SIX 
SEvEN ~ 
~ 
Can you make fi?t? 
O:lO Keep counting. 
Can you count? 
Can you· count? 
Sey six, seven. 
Make a fist. 
Can you make a fist? ;~20 
Neither leg went down and the 
No! He is just breathing deeply. 
The right leg went doWn all right. 
Can you make a fist with this hand? 
arms both lack some tone. Make a fist with your left hand. 
·can: you make a fist with this? 
CE SHOWS HAND) Can.you·make a fist? 
You're holding it up in the air nicely. 
Can you make a fist with it? 
0:30 Can you make a fist with your . • • CS RESPONDED WITH LEFT HAND) 
~E SHOWS FIST> Watch my hand. '!'hat's the idea. Let's see you stick out your little finger. 
Phillip! Can you say "yes"? Stick out your little finger. 
YES No. · can you say· yes? 
. . . __ YES 
Make a fist with this hand. Make a fist. 0 . 40 -.-Can you make a fist? · Very good. 
(NO) . Make a fist. -- Can you tell me what day todsvr is? 
Can you do what I'm doing? -- ~ 
CE ~ONTINUES TO SHOW FIST) See what . I'm doing.== OCTOBER 
Mak~ s a Rn~~NDS ~ake a fis~. 0: 5C SEVENTEENTH 
That 1 s it• good. OK Let 1 s try "Londozi Bridge"· 
Can you do this? See. La La, La CE STARTS TO SING) 
Look right at my hand. __ 1. 
. 9{l.Il you do this?" -- LA, LA, LA • 
Can you look at my hand. ? Here it is do that. 1:0 CS SINGS) 
· Can you sing La, La, La ••• __ 
~LONDON BRIDGE") Try that. (MELODY ALMOST AS GOOD AS BEFORE INJECTION) ~LA, LA ••• --
. -- That's 
0
all right 
CS CONTINUES SONG WITH _FAIRLY GOOD MELODY>° 1:10 La, La, ·La CE SINGS AGAIN "LONDON BRIDGE") 
Like that. 
What day .. is' today Phillip? =_=_ ELA, LA, LA • • 
. CS CONT I NUES AS BEFORE) 
Can you say what day today is? 
It is • • .1:20 La, La, La 
caii you say "yes."? -- f 
Can you say ... ~Eo~'? == 6,'-=LA=-.:__:~-
NO • l: 30 HOW DOES IT GO? 
Can you say what today is? . __ Well, you did pretty well. 
TODAY IS FRIDAY. Can you make a fist with your right hand? 
Your left le g just fell down. 
Where was Dr. Gordon born? __ can you make a fist with the left hand? 
· Stick out your left little finger. 
l:40 Can you st.ick out your left little finger? 
ILLINOIS. NO, I DON'T ••• °CMUMBLE) • . Very ·good. 'i'ry it. · Stick out your .left little finger. 
1et's see you make a fist in ~ach hand. Open up your left Hand • 
. Can vou make fist? -- ,Can you open it up? 
CS RESPONDED) · l:~ Open it up all of the way. Open it up. CS RESPONDED) 
Now stick out your thumbs. -- · Now make a fist again. 
• Stick o'ut your thumbs. -- Make a fist. 
You are moving your left fist very w7ll -- Make a fist with your left hanq. 
but not sti eking out the thumb. -- DR. BOX ..:. HOW'S THAT 
· Can you stick out your thumb? 2 :00 (MUMBLE) 
Let's see you put both hands d~wn. -- . 
You did. You put both of them down. ·-- Can you remembe:r where Dr. G.o.rdol:). was born? 
. OK --
Figur~ II...,6 
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CNOTE: NEVER A DEFINITE 2:10 Where was I born? CDR. G. l 
PARALYSIS ON LEFT s I DE) 
-- PH!LADELPHIA (S'S BIRTHPLACE) 
-- PENNSYLVANIA 
-- I wasn't born in Phi.ladelphia 
Can you sing again Phillip? 2:2( Pennsylvania (DR. G. >. 
La, La, La •• 
CE STARTS "LONDON BRIDGE") 
Where was I born? (DR. G.) 
Come on, I told.you where I was born. (OR. G.) 
Where was I born? CDR. GORDON MOVES INTO S'S VIEW) 
OH. IN ILLINOIS 
2 : 30 That's good. 
LA, LA, LA • • • -- See if you can remember it tomorrow. 
]
-- I'm going to .tell you where I was born. 
-- I was born in Ohio. 
CS SINGS "LONDON BR I.OGE") ;~40 :an you say Ohio? 
OHIO 
· OK. Thank you. - - Yecll, very good. 
11/ow, can you make a fist with this hand? 
With your right hand? 
2 : 50 Make a fist with your right hand . . CS RESPONDED CORRECTLY) Yes, you made a fist with your right hand. -
Make fist with this hand. (LEFT) 
Can you make a fist with both hands? 
Make a fist with both hands. 
_3:00 Can you make a fist with this hand? 
You've got good tone in that arm all right. 
Make a fist. 
Make a fist with this hand.'CRIGHTl <.S RESPONDS CORRECTLY> 
3:10 
3:20 
3: 30 
3:40 
Can you stick out your little finger? 
Like this. Stick out both little fingers. 
Can you stick out your little finger? 
You stuck it out on the left one. 
And now on the right. 
Very good - OK 
Can you say .•. 
Say "yes" again. 
YES 
<E DEMONSTRATES) 
;~50 Yeah. You 'ci6n't have any trouble with that. 
· Let's try "London Bridge" again, 
-- LA, LA, LA(~ ?T~RTS TO S ING) 
La, ,La, La : •. _<.E HELPS) 
4~oo-COULD YOU TELL ME HOW IT GOES? 
Yeah, La, La, La •.. 
__ 'l'ry that. 
-- rLA, LA, LA 4:lt CS SINGS ALONE WITH GOOD MELODY) 
'.l.'ry "Happy Birthday". 
La La, La CE STARTS "HAPPY BIRTHDAY") 
-- [A: LA, LA • 
~= 20 .CS STOPS l CS CONTINUES "HAPPY B I RTHDAY" l 
-- La, La, La . . CE HELPS) 
4: 30 Can you do that? 
-- ~A, LA, LA .•. 
== l ( S CONT I NUES ':HAPPY BIRTHDAY") 
4: 40 You got the rhytli~ ·:pret t ,y good I'd say· 
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Discussion 
The most notable finding was that singing was more imp:l.ired 
than speech when the right hemisphere was depressed but less im:raired 
than speech after left hemisphere depres~ion. A similar left-right 
dissociation between the two functions has been implied in previous 
ease studies but none have been able to exclude the possibility of 
functional compensation by the intact hemisphere between the time 
of injury and the time of tests. Furthermore, only a few accounts 
have can:rared musical ability before and after cerebral injury. The 
present study avoids both of these weaknesses. The singing dys-
function is measured in the present r:atients before, during, and 
after a "reversible hemispherectomy" where typical symptoms of uni-
lateral hemispheric ablation are temporarily induced only to fully 
disappear sane minutes later. Consequently, direct com:rarisons of 
the performance of one hemisphere can be com:rared to the normal 
functioning of both, in the same individual. Not only does the rapid 
reversal of symptomatic hemispherectomy render the question of 
functional transfer to be meaningless, but also provides critical 
"pre-injury" data. 
'J.llerefore, we can confidently assert from our observations 
that these patients normally depend more upon their right hemisphere 
for the tonal qualities of singing than upon their left hemisphere. 
This is ps.rticularly meaningful because these individuals (except P.D.) 
have a well-established left hemispheric dominance for speech, not 
only on the basis of the amytal studies, but also on the basis of 
testing following cerebral cormnissurotomy. 
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It must be emphasized that the major deficit in singing after 
right carotid injection wa.s the production of the correct pitch. 
Rhythm was hardly affected at a time when singing was either mono-
tonic or markedly off-key. Rhythm was also not affected after left 
hemispheric depression which, in this case, was in accord with the 
relatively good quality of singirg. lt is apparent, therefore, that 
the ability to produce rhythm for singing is a function that can be 
equally well mediated by functions in either the left or right hemi-
sphere alone, whether or not there exists the ability to sing on 
pitch. This finding is supportive of an hypothesis put forth in 
Section I that the reason there were no ear differences in melody 
recognition in the dichotic listening task was that the distinctive 
cues may have been rhythmic rather than tonal. It was the chords 
stimuli, devoid of rhythmic or temporal quality, which showed the 
left ear dominance, thereby indicating a superior performance by the 
right h~misphere. Milner also found perception of rhythm was not 
affected by either a left or a right temporal lobectomy( 9 ). 
Whereas tonal control was the characteristic deficiency of 
singing after right carotid amobarbital injection, there was no evi-
dence of similar tonal defects in speech. Patients did not speak in 
a monotone but rather maintained natural voice inflections in spite 
of some disturbance from dysarthria associated with the systemic 
distribution of the barbituate. It is concluded that pitch control 
for singing is not only a function sepirate from the control of speech-
pitch, but that it is represented in the right hemisphere while tone 
control of language is represented in the left. This conclusion is 
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consistent with the view that dysprosody of speech is a variant of 
aphasia typically associated with left hemisphere lesions{20,21). 
'llle present findings are contrary to the general belief of 
early reviewers(22,2.3) who thought speech and singing were both 
lateralized to the left hemisphere. This view followed from the con-
cept that the left hemisphere was dominant overall while the right 
was only an extra or reserve organ. The modern idea is that each 
hemisphere is differentially dominant for complimentary caJl3,cities(24, 
25,26,27,28). 
We can now add pitch control for singing and recognition of 
chords to the list of cognitive abilities for which the right hemi-
sphere is dominant. It is difficult to see how these musical a~pects 
can be called, 1"spatial," in the same sense that an object or p:Lttern 
has length and breadth. Yet these general facets are better perceived 
by the right hemisphere. However, if the word, "spatial," can be 
understood as ''having no time dimension," then a direct parallel 
between auditory and visual or tactual modalities can be made. The 
change, in terminology simply shifts the emphasis from the right hemi-
sphere's analyzing objects in sp:ice to analyzing them as whole, non-
temporal entities. Conversely, the left herni.Bphere's analysis of 
objects has been shown to require a sequencing or ordering as has been 
demonstrated for some auditory(29), visual{JO ,.31) and tactua.1(32) 
stimuli. The simultaneous-sequential idea is not new{JJ) but it 
has not yet been associated with auditory stimuli. Our data indicate 
that time may be of the essence in describing asymmetries of cerebral 
function--the left hemisphere being marked with its presence and the 
right hemisphere characterized by its absence. 
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III. VERBAL AND NON-VERBAL AUDITffiY INVESTIGATIONS 
IN PATIENTS WITH MAJOR BRAIN SURGERY 
A. Musical Abilities after Hemispherectomy. 
Introduction 
It is well-known that cerebral damage incurred in childhood 
is far less incai:acita.ting than compirable damage acquired by adults. 
The usual explanation is that the brain is still plastic at an early 
age and apparently cai:able of functional reorganizaticn(l). Severe 
trauma and disease to one hemisphere in children causes normally 
lateralized functions, such as speech or sps.tial orientation, to be 
transferred from the damaged brain to be squeezed together with the 
functions of the intact hemisphere. This is demonstrated when the 
specialized functions of a diseased hemisphere are retained even if 
the hemisphere must later be surgically removed(2,J). Had the functions 
not transferred or had they only i:artially transferred, they would have 
been lost or severely imi:aired after surgery. The age at which 
cerebral plasticity becomes minimally active or non-operable has not 
been established. A canmon idea is that the critical stage cannot be 
fixed decisively and is a chronological continuum, the upper limit of 
which is puberty(l). 
Adult i:atients have a far worse prognosis for recovery fran 
behavioral deficits caused by severe trauma and brain damage incurred 
after age 18. The question of plasticity in this regard is still open. 
"Spontaneous" recovery within the first few months after trauma may 
' 
well reflect a subsidence of diaschisis; long te:nn recovery, due to 
relearning by other cortical areas or to transfer of function to the 
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opposi te side, is probably less frequent{4). With regard to aphasia, 
handedness and degree of language lateralization may be a significant 
factor{5). Adult cases of complete hemispherectomy so far reported 
have been documented to have some symptomatic recovery in functions 
usually lateralized to their excised hemisphere. Dominant {left) 
hemispherectomy cases will have minimal recovery of speech(6,7,8) 
and non-dominant cases will have limited ability in visual ideational, 
spatial, and other non-verbal tests(9). Conversely, cases of non-
dominant hemispherectany are generally unimi:aired in verbal skills, 
while in one case of a left hemispherectomy. spatial and musical 
functions were much less affected than verbal functions(lO). It is clear 
that strict lateralization to the left hemisphere for language or to the 
right for spitial qualities and music is not an acceptable model. The 
problem is a matter of degree where a cognitive ability may be laterally 
specialized in one hemisphere and not in the other, but is never com-
plete~ absent in the less dominant side. 
A grey area of uncertainty encomp:lsses the degree of lateral 
'specializaticn in a J:Qrtially mature brain. With reference to aphasia, 
the relatively few reports of childhood trauma do not have clear con-
clusions regarding recovery(l). In these cases, the reasons for and 
the mechanisms behind functional recompensation or interhemispheric 
transfer simply cannot be determined. Very few reports exist on 
hemispherectomies in children whose cerebral damage occurred later 
than infancy. Two cases were reported by Gardner B, !l. ( 11) : One 
was a 9-year-old right-handed female who could talk without evidence 
of imp:t.irment. Learning took place after her operation; attention 
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and mental integration improved. The other i:atient was left-handed 
and had a left hemispherectomy at age 10. Aphasia had accom.J:a,nied 
initial seizure activity that occurred one year before the operation, 
but spe·ech was relatively intact post-operatively except for per-
sistent evidence of anomia and alexia. The only other case report is 
of a boy who showed first neurological signs at age 14(12). A 
malignant glioma was removed but its recurrence resulted in a left 
hernispherectomy. The patient regained excellent language compre-
hension contrasting to a relatively slow speech recovery. He was 
cheerful and alert and reportedly enjoyed music immensely. Language 
expression seemed to have reached a plateau of recovery. 
The present study is a report of observations on two young 
hemispherectomy cases, one left and one right. These patients 
are extensively studied by a number of investigators in the areas 
of language, memory, and other cognitive functions(lJ,14,15,16). 
'Ille present study was limited to observations of music and singing 
which has been shown in the previous Section of this 'Ihesis to have 
special representation in the non-daninant cerebral hemisphere. 
Right Hemispherectomy 
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0bserva tions 
The first subject, D.W.(seen through the courtesy of I.G. Gill of 
San Marino, is an adolescent male(age 15) who had undergone removal or 
the right hemisphere by Dr. J. Green of Phoenix at age 7 because of 
acute en·cephalitis. '!be surgical excision included all of the cortex 
but spared the basal ganglia. Prior to the operation the patient was 
left-handed; but intracarotid injection of sodium amobarbital before 
surgery indicated speech lateralization in the left hemisphere. 
At present, the }latient is ambulatory, talks well, and goes to school. 
He cannot voluntarily move his left arm but has use of his left leg; 
he can walk rapidly and manage stairs with relative ease. 
'!be Seashore Test of Musical Abilites(l7) was administered 
to this patient in one session. The test battery consists of 6 sub-
tests of musical aspects such as Tonal Memory, Timbre, and Rhythm. 
'!be results revealed a severe deficit in each section of the test. 
The i::atient not· only scored poorer than average, ccmpa.red with a 
standard or normal school children of grades 6-8, but actually failed 
to reach a level higher than could have been attained by chance 
guessing. Two exceptions were the subtests measuring Timbre and 
Loudness where scores were still subnormal but above chance level. 
The J:Qtient's performance on this test -can be compired to a group 
of iatients with temporal lobe excisions(18). Those who had left 
temporal removal showed little imJ:Qirment but those with right 
lobectomies were significantly deficient on most of the subtests, 
especially Timbre and Tonal Memory. Nevertheless, they were consis-
tently better than the present }'.atient and considerably above a level 
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or chance guessing. 
The hemispherectomy pitient returned for three additional 
sessions in which ohly the Pitch and Loudness subtests were repeated. 
'!he test method was changed so that the stimuli could be channeled 
through stereo headphones instead of a loudspeaker. The third test 
session differed from the first two in that the test stimuli were 
reconstructed so that they would be easier to discriminate. Results 
shewed that performance on the fitch Test still remained at chance 
level in each session including the one with simplified discriminanda. 
In fact, further infonna.l testing showed that this pi.tient could not 
consistently distinguish the difference between two tones that differed 
by as much as one full musical step. This evidence supports the 
hypothesis that the left hemisphere is a poor discriminator or pitch 
and that the right is needed for this task. 
Pitch was tested more directly by use ·or a toy xylophone, 
Only four tone-bars (C,l,G,B) in the same octave were used; all others 
were removed. '!he examiner struck one of the bars with a plastic mal-
let out of view of the pt. tient. '!he response was simply to find and 
play the same tone. D.W.'s performance on this task was variable. 
Most of the time he would hit the wrong bar but claim it was the same 
as the one he had heard. When questioned, he would usually insist 
his choice was correct while smiling as if the examiner were trying 
to talk him out of a correct decision. Surprisingly, the patient 
could perform the same task with only a few errors in a minority of 
trial runs, only to fail in a second try. Appirently, there are cues 
which provide the i:atient with enough infonnation to perfonn the task, 
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but at a threshold level so that perfonnance may deteriorate with 
any distraction or drop in motivation. 
Singing in this i::a.tient was poor. When he would try to hum 
along with familiar songs on the radio, the melody would have only 
a vague resemblance to the correct version. Solo renditions of songs 
that he knew or with which he was more familiar were also sung quite 
poorly although they were not unrecognizeable. A better perfonnance 
was elicited when he was allowed to sing the simplest of songs such 
as ''Happy Birthday" or "Jingle Bells." 
The specific ability to hear and sing pitches was tested in 
two ways. In the first, the i::a.tient waa required to listen to two 
successive pure tones taken from the Pitch subtest of the Seashore 
battery. The pitches cOOlprised an interval of approximately one-
quarter tone and it was the pitient's task to sing the two tones 
. exactly as he heard them. The result was a failure. While occasionally 
he was close to the correct pitches, most of the time the interval 
was far from accurate or he sung the low pitch first when he should 
have sung the high, or the high pitch When he should have sung the 
low. 'Ihe test wa.s repeated in a second session but instead of the 
Seashore stimuli the experimenter sang the demonstration tones which 
were comprised of intervals greater than one-quarter of a musical step. 
In this version, the i:atient sang much better, always reproducing the 
high and low tones in the correct order, and more closely approxi-
mating the proper pitches. 
Rhythm, in contrast to melody, -was generally well-reproduced. 
At a time when D.W. WlS singing songs with his usual poor melody, 
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the rhythm of the song was sung essentially without error. He could 
also tap his hand in rhythm to well-krlow songs, but was more im-
precise with songs of which he was less familiar. He could imitate 
short, simple rhythms ta. pped by the examiner as long as they were 
relatively slow. Fast songs and fast rhythms resulted in failure, 
but it was unclear whether this was a musical defect or purely a 
motor one. 
D.W.'s deficits in singing are in sharp contrast to speech. 
'!he J:Qtient is very verbal, talks freely, and seems to have no 
trouble expressing himself. '!here are no obvious aphasic deficits. 
Perhaps the best way to characterize this i:atient is that he is a 
poor singer. He exhibits all the symptans of being ''tone deaf" 
since he can hear only the large pitch differences and sing only 
the most well-known songs. Of course, it is true that one could not 
predict how this i:atient would perform had he not had cerebral 
difficulties although the µt.tient claims that he never could sing 
very well. But it is clear that singing and musical ability a.re 
far inferior to speech a.nd language ability, and that he is 
.functioning with only the left, dominant hemisphere. 
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Left Hemispherectomy 
R.S.(seen through the courtesy of Dr. J.E. Bogen of Los Angeles) 
is a 12-year-old female who had undergone surgical removal of a malig-
nancy in the left cerebral hemisphere at age 8. A recurrence of the 
ttunor required subsequent excision of the complete left hemisphere 
two years later by Prof. P.J. Vogel or Los Angeles. The second 
operation reportedly had little effect on the i::atient's speech al-
though the evidence is anecdotal and was not tested directly. She 
has since had subsequent operations to install and adjust a 
ventricular-jugular shunt to aid fiuid evacuation of the surgical 
cavity which has had reta~ing effects on her ability to speak well. 
Her general health is good except that she is severely handi-
capped with hemiplegia and homonymous hemianopia. She is alert and 
active and particularly likes to swim. Her disposition is warm and 
friendly and she seems to love canpa.ny. However, she tends to act 
silly at times and her teacher has reported that she can be a 
behavioral problem in class. 
Speech comprehension has improved since her la.st operation 
and is presently quite good, more than two years after hemispherectomy. 
She appears to understand most ef all that is said to her including 
complicated syntactic instructions such as "Put an X on the picture 
which shows what we sleep in," or ''Draw a cat under the table"(l4). 
However, verbal expression is still severely impdred. She can mini,. 
mally read and write and has a mediocre ability to name objects or 
colors although she can recognize the correct names when spoken to her. 
In contrast to speech, R.S. exhibits excellent singing ability. 
Her plrents report that she has always enjoyed singing and that her 
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ability apparently has not changed as a result of any of her surgical 
ordeals. A tape recording was ma.de ot several songs sung by the 
i:atient three ~eks after her dominant hemiapherectomy(l9). She sang 
songs such as ''Yankee Doodle," "Jingle Bells, " and a complicated 
Hawaiian song with excellent melody and remarkable clarity~ In 
addition, R.S. sang each song canplete with the lyrics while speech 
at this time was limited to single words and short phrases. 
Recent testing reveals no significant changes in her singing 
ability. Her parents have reported that she has learned new songs 
fran the radio or fran activi~ies with her peer groups. Several songs 
are among the patient's repertoire wh!ch are sung melodical:1J7 and 
rhythmically correct and, as before, complete with words. In contrast, 
when she is asked to repeat the words ot a scng without singing the 
melody, she has a difficult time and typically fails after a phrase 
or two. If she is coaxed to try again, she can often repeat one or 
two lines and then have to repeat the song silently to herself in or-
der to be able to continue where she had left off. 'Ibere are some 
exceptions when she can manage to recite the whole text of a song 
at one time. 
'.the Seashore Test of Musical Abilities could not be admin-
:istered to the i::atient in a normal way because she could not seem to 
grasp the instructions. Instead, only the Pitch Test was presented. 
The test consisted of two pure tones which were played in succession. 
\ 
Rather than decide whether the second of the tones is higher or lower 
I 
as dictated by the normal method of presentation, she was simply asked 
to sing the two pitches. Not surprisingly, she perfonned the task with 
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remarkable ability even though the interval betW9en the pitches was 
only one-quarter of a musical tone. 
In a similar test where the stimulus pitches were sung by the 
examiner but with intervals greater than one-quarter tone, the µitient 
again responded with an excellent perfonnance. However, when three 
individual pitches were sung as sti.niuli, the patient had difficulty 
in remembering each of them even when the intervals were as great as 
a musical third. Her memory imp:l.i:nnent was not specific to music, 
however, as it was evident throughout all testing. 
'Ihe xylophone test was presented in the same manner as with 
D.W. '!'he examiner played one of four tone-bars with a plastic mallet 
out of the i:atient's sight. The required response was to find the 
same tone. During the first i;art of the test, the i:atient obtained 
excellent scores, hitting each tone accurately or, if she made a mis• 
take, finding the correct tone on the second try. But as the test 
progressed she became steadily worse. It was still apiarent that 
after .each wrong tone she knew her mistake, but she would hesitate 
before making a second choice, and then would play the same tone she 
had just de.cided was wrong. Other times she would choose the wrong 
tone altogether. It is possible that she was confusing her own wrong 
response w.i.th the stimulus or that the summation of tone stimuli 
from trial upon trial was interfering with her performance. Another 
factor was her memory problem. In the xy-lophone test, it was found 
that if she were required to wait 10-15 seconds before she tried to 
find the correct tone-bar, her perfonnance would drop. 
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In contrast to the previous patient, it is known that R.S. 
could sing prior to the first appearance of malignancy. But it is 
notable that with the la.ck of developnent of good speech, singing has 
remained as excellent as ever. Again, the hypothesis that the right 
hemisphere is critical for certain musical function is supported. 
Just as language needs an intact left hemisphere for expression so 
do certain aspects of music need a good right hemisphere. 
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B. Functional Deficits following Partial Surgical Division of the 
Forebrain Comnissures in Man as Detennined by an Auditory Test. 
Introduction 
Extensive testing has been carried out on two p:l.tients in 
whom a plrtial surgical division of the forebrain commissures has been 
made lea'ting intact the posterior-most J:a.rt of the corpus callosum. 
The surgery, undertaken for relief of intractible epilepsy, was less 
extensive than in previously reported patients by Sperry and others 
(20,21,22,23) in the hope that the therapeutic benefits would be sus-
tained but that the severe cerebral disconnectim symptoms would be 
avoided. Up to now the lrorthwhile analeptic effects have persisted 
and, as expected, these :r:atients show a remarkable i:aucity of the 
typical behavioral deficits found in the usual, more complete split-
brain cases(24). In i:articular, these :r:atients can easily cross-
match objects felt in one hand and retrieved with the other; they 
can p:lir pictures between the left and right visual half-fields; and 
they can match pictures or written word-names with objects in any 
visual field-retrieval hand canbination--a.11 in striking contrast to 
the previous brain-bisected cases who have had the more complete fore-
brain commissurotomy. Subtle shapes and forms such as jigsaw puzzle 
pieces and bent wire forms were also found to be transmitted from one 
side of the brain to the other through the splenial portion of the 
callosurn. 
'Ihe same high level of interhemispheric communication was 
found to prevail also in the auditory modality. That is, these 
i:atients responded more like normal controls than like the :p3.tients 
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with complete commissure section, exhibiting no more unusual left-
right asynmetry than nonnals in routine auditory testing. Howver, 
an abnonna.l oddity did appear in these auditory tests. When seJarate 
verbal messages were presented to left and right ears, they seemed 
to get mixed together in a peculiar "Way: Instead of being reported 
successively as in normal subjects, a brief message presented to one 
ear together with another message in the other ear were instead re-
p0ned as a jumbled mixture. Typically a word or two would be re-
ported fran one ear, then some words from the other ear, and then 
back again to the first. '!he nonnal way is report fran one ear and 
then the other. It was hypothesized that some filtering or inhibiting 
system through the callosum had been severed by the i:artial commissure 
surgery in these pltients, thereby preventing the more nonnal, 
sei:e.rate, and successive processing of the two inputs. Both inputs 
became canbined into a single jumbled piece of information. The present 
study sought to accentuate this odd juinbling effect and to assess the 
possible changes in the auditory system caused by the pl.rtial surgical 
division. 
Verbal information from the left ear most likely gets to the 
left speech hemisphere from the right side via the corpus callosum. 
°!he ipsilateral route is generally found to be the wea.ker(25) and 
less important in dichotic listening studies(26,27). 'lhe hypothesis 
that prompted the present study predicts the existence of some pa.th-
way that would normally pass through the anterior callosum and have 
I 
tre effect of sei:arating, attenuating, or even briefly blocking 
interhemispheric transmission of in!onnation. (See Figure III-1.) 
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The hypothesis was tested by introducing meaningful stimuli 
into one ear and then noting the amount of disturbance that is caused 
by a distraction to the other. In other words, we were simply 
testing the subject's ability to ignore irrelevant and distracting 
stimuli arriving in one ear, and to attend to meaningful and task-
dependent stimuli in the other ear. The prediction was that the two 
patients with pirtial comrnissure section would be poor at this task 
comJ:flred to normal caitrols. 
Methods 
'lbe stimulus information was a long list or simple words 
which was presented to one ear. '!he subject was required to repeat 
each word of the list as he heard it. '!bat is, the subject had to 
listen to the first word, and then quickly repeat it before he heard 
the second word, and so on, until the end or the word list. If he 
left out lrords or mispronounced them, he simply went on to the next 
word rather than lag behind. The rate of presentation increased until 
the subject simply could not keep up with the words. 
The distraction stimulus in the other ear was a delayed 
feecba.ck of the subdect's Olm voice as he repeated the words of the 
list. As each word was spoken, it was recorded on audio tape and 
then played back about 200 milliseconds later. This voice delay has 
been shown to be quite disconcerting for most people(28) as evidenced 
by several obvious speech defects. In this test, only gross mis-
pronunciations and substituted or omitted words were counted as in-
correct, while minor distortions were accepted. 
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'lbe experimental design was relatively simple. The word list 
input goes into one ear a.nd, as the subject repeats each word, a de-
lay is introduced and the result is heard in the opposite ea,r. 'Ihe 
test was presented with the stimulus words in the left ear with tre 
delayed feedback in the right ear, and then presented again in the 
reversed situation. The left-right order of ear presentation was 
changed from session to session and from subject to subject. 
'Ihe set-up so far described allows measurement of the subject's 
ability to concentrate on one ear while the other is being distracted. 
In order to measure maximal confusion that delayed feedback is cai:able 
of producing in these subjects, another ex,erimenta.l condition was 
designed as a control. In this situation, both the word list and the 
delay went into both ears. In contrast to the test situation, the 
control condition provided both ears with the word list and also with 
the delayed feedback so that the effect of the distraction could not 
be avoided by attentional shifts from ear to ear. 
Results 
The results reflect a basic difference between the i:atterns 
of performance for the two pl.tients with i:artial canm.issurotany as 
compared with performance Jatterns for a normal control group. The 
difference was that the i:artial section i:atients made maximal per-
centages of errors not only when the delayed f eedba.ck was presented 
to both ears together but also when presented to only one ear alone. 
In contrast, the normal controls had the greatest percentage of errors 
only when the delayed feedback was in both ea.rs but not when in 
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either one alone. It also appears that the disturbance for the left 
ear was not equivalent to that of the right in either of these two 
subject groups. There were more errors in the condition where the 
stimulus words were presented to the left ear and delayed feedback 
was heard in the right, than the other way around. In other words, 
the subjects were better able to repeat words presented to their 
right ear than presented to their left. The right ear danina.nce 
effect is just what one would expect based on similar findings with 
ear competition in dichotic listening tasks. 
A second control group consisted of four unoperated epileptics 
whose seizure activity was_ controlled by medication. No brain damage 
has been found for any subjects in this group, although at least two(S.N. 
and J.B.) had more than the usual level of sedation as measured by blood 
levels. The dosages of medication were: K.L.,400 mgm diph,nylhydantoin 
(DPH) and 225 mgm phenobarbitone(¢B); S.N., 250 mgm DPH, 195 mgm ¢B, and 
1800 mgro tridione; J.B. 260 mgm ¢B; R.L. 200 mgm DPH, and 1 gm Peganone. 
The performance for this group fell somewhere between the patients with 
i:artial cormnissurotomy and nonnal controls. The group perfonned faster, 
! 
in general, than th~ operated subjects, but slower than nonnals. Whereas 
there is some evidence that epileptics with less severe, diffuse brain 
damage will have decreased response times(43), these control J:atients have 
increased response times which is attributed to their medication. 
The maximal effect of delayed feedback was found for binaural 
presentation but not significantly worse than monaural feedback to either 
ear. It can be seen from Figure III-2 that the epileptic control group 
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com pl red more favorably to the surgical group than to normal controls in 
spite of the alight trend towards a greater binaural disturbance as 
was present in the norma.l group. The results suggest that the effects 
opserved for the J,B.rtia.l commissurotomy cases may be due to the epi-
leptic condition or to the medication but not to the surgery. If 
this should be so, then audition can be included in the already-
exha.ustive list of non-symptomatic findings for partial disconnection 
of the corpus callosum. 
It appears that these data !ail to support the hypothesis 
set forthin the introduction to this study-namely, pg.rtia.l surgica.1 
division of the cerebral can.missures causes a jumbling effect for the 
two ears. One would first have to discount the confounding results 
from the epileptic controls. While it ·is recognized that an attempt 
to do so requires undue caution, some unusual raw data provides some 
impetus for at least a. further look. 
Scores for the delayed feedback tests were compared against 
other scores obtained for tests in which there was no delayed feed-
back. For the µi.rtials, the non-delayed feedback tests were always 
easier to perfonn,wha.tever the presentation rate of the word list. 
For both control groups, however, a s~prising phenomenon occurred. 
At the fastest presentation ratea--faster than the }'.artials were 
caplble of attaining-and when bilateral feedback was present, some 
subjects actually perfonned as well as, and in sane cases, better than 
when there was no feedbi.ck at all! In other words, these subjects 
perfonned best in the one task that should have been the most diffi-
cult. It is most likely that this observation is explained by an 
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artifact of the test technique and, more particularly, or the scoring 
method. One subject claimed that he was staggering his responses so 
that he could arrange to have the feedback be heard at times that 
would have the least effect for him. If he is correct in his self-
evalua tion, and if the reduction or errors in bilateral delay con-
ditions is due to a conscious or unconscious effort to control the 
speed of the responses, the results for these subjects may not reflect 
the intended effect of the delayed feedback phenomenon, but rather 
a sophisticated response scheme. Although members of both control 
groups showed this effect, the critieal presentation rates were 
different; the epileptics showed the effects earlier because their 
overall reaction times were slower. The fact that a better score is 
obtained for the binaural delay condition at the faster presentation 
rates is precisely the opposite of what we had expected to happen. 
It is possible to test in future experiments the validity of these 
confounding results by presenting the stimulus list at a variable 
rate s~ that the subject could not easily SJ:ace his responses and 
thereby minimize the delayed feedback effect. Also, rea~tion times, 
instead of accuracy scores, could be used to measure the degree of 
distractibility. 
If the control data. for the epileptics can be discounted, 
then comparison of the data. for the partial canmissurotomies with 
those for the normal controls supports the hypothesized model. That 
is, the surgical ,P3.tients are distracted with delayed feedback in 
only one ear because there is some lack of interhemispheric inhibition 
that normally acts to keep seplrate the information initially arriving 
in each of the two hemispheres. 
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c. Verbal Processes in the Right Hemisphere of Cerebrum-separated 
Patients as Determined by Tests of Dichotic Listening. 
Introduction 
Two groups of neurological J:Qtients are most ideal for 
investigating the right hemisphere language ca.Jabilities since direct 
influence of the left hemisphere can be avoided. '!he first are those 
who have had severe damage to the dominant hemisphere as adults which 
has subsequently led to surgical removal of the entire brain half. 
Several such cases have been reported(J,6,8,9) in which the general 
finding is that relatively small but not zero speech recovery is 
observed, while language comprehension is much less affected. The 
best example of language developnent after dominant hemispherectomy 
is a case reported by Smith and others(7,10). In this i;atient, a 
tumor was first observed and then removed at age 45. The left hemi-
sphere was removed two years later when the malignancy recurred. 
Speech recovery was slow, but after a few months the µitient was able 
to repeat simple words and utter common expletives such as "ouch" or 
"damn", and automatic one- and two-word phrases like, "Well, I ••• " 
After a year he improved to the point where he could initiate complete 
sentences of his own creation. Comprehension appeared to be markedly 
better than speech. The right hemisphere app:1.rently has some restora-
tive power for language. 
The second group of patients in whom language studies can be 
made are those whose left hemisphere has been surgically separated 
from their right as a last-resort treatment for intractible epilepsy 
(29). 'Ihese i:atients are unique in that each hemisphere is 
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independently caplble of its 9Wll data processing and characteristic 
behavior. Saµi.rate observation of the non-dominant hemisphere allows 
direct study of its language ca~city. 
As a rule, speech could not be elicited(JO), although there 
have been eome claims to the contrary(Jl,J2). In ccntrast, compre-
hension has been confirmed in the right hemisphere although the limits 
are still being determined. Concrete nouns were the most readily 
understood as evidence by correct object matching to the corresponding 
word-names or even to complex definitions(JJ). Another study showed 
that in a tactual object-to-word matching technique, adjectives could 
also be recognized(34). However, a visual test could not demonstrate 
comprehension of verbs(35). This task required the subject to pg.nto-
mime an action indicated by a printed verb flashed at O.l second to 
the left visual field {and therefore to the right hemisphere) or to 
point to an appropriate picture depicting the i:articular action. The 
conclusion from failures on these tests was that verbs were beyond 
the language cai:acity of the minor hemis}'ilere. The present obser-
vations indicate this conclusion may have been premature and that the 
right hemisphere can at least comprehend verbs presented vocally. 
The auditory plthwa.y from one ear projects to both the contra-
lateral and ipsil.ateral hemisphere. or the two, the contralateral 
route has been shown to be the more dominant by a number of reports 
with both physiological(25,J6,J7) and behavioral(26,J8,39) evidence. 
The super~ority of the contralateral i:athway is also reflected in 
the ear canpetition arrangement of dichotie listening where asymmetri-
cal perfonna.nce of stimulus recognition is found favoring the ear 
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opposi te the dominating hemisphere. For example, if verbal stimuli 
are presented simultaneously to each ear, the right ear out-performs 
the left; if musical chords are the stimuli, the left ear out-performs 
the right. In each case the hemisphere opposite to the superior ear 
was specialized for that task. (See Secti0'1 I) 
In studies with cerebrum-sectioned ~tients, the contra-
lateral pa.thwa.y is not only dominant but appears to block information 
arriving fran the ipsilateral route during dichotic listening tasks. 
Consequently, the behavioral effect is that the right ear almost ex-
clusively projects to the left hemisphere, and the left ear projects 
exclusively to the ri~ht. Therefore, if it can be shown with 
simultaneous presentation of verbal comna.nds that these cerebrum-
ae:i:arated i:atient~ can carry out instructions arriving in the left ear 
but report only those from the right, it can be inferred that the 
right hemisphere not only understands the commands but is capible of 
controlling the motor output, independent and unknown to the language-
dominant, left hemisphere. 
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Experim.ent I: Dichotic Verbal Convna.nds 
Several canmands were constructed and recorded in i:airs on 
the left and right channels of a stereo recording tape. The commands 
were recorded so that natural stresses in the sentences would coincide, 
word for word, during the dichotic presentati.on. Unstressed words 
(e.g. "a," ''the," etc.) in one ear would not necessarily be }.aired 
with unstressed words in the other ear. la.ch stimulus command was 
recorded by a female voice at a normal speaking rate such tl'at the 
stresses were seJ.arated about one-half second ai:art. 
Most of the canmands required actions to be performed on 
simple pieces of api:aratus such as a small knob, a ba.r, a disk, etc. 
Examples of the camnands that were to be performed are "Tum the knob," 
"Slide the bar," and ''Pull out the metal knob." The pieces of apparatus 
were constructed from wood, plastic, or metal and mounted on a response 
i:anel located in front of the subject. Vision was excluded during 
testing, so that each response to the coimna.nd i:airs was performed by 
reaching out and blindly selecting the correct object on the display 
ranel, and then performing the required action. Ea.ch piece of appi.r-
a tus was ·capg.ble of being manipulated in several different ways (e.g. 
by pushing, pulling, turning, etc.) so that no associatiais could be 
made between the specific actions and the individual response objects. 
Familiarization of the apJaratus was accomplished in a pre-test for 
that purpose which was performed both in free vision and blindly. 
A typical trial canmenced with a warning word, ''lteady," 
presented binaurally. Approximately one second later, the two dichotic 
commands were heard simultaneously, one in each ear. The subject was 
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allowed as much time as he needed to search for the appropriate pieces 
of apparatus and perfonn the required actions. When he had finished, 
or when he seemed unreasonably confused, the trial was terminated. 
As a rule, the subject was then required to verbally relate which two 
corrmands he had heard. '!he subjects were arbitrarily scored for 
correctness of the action and ability to repeat the commands. In 
instances where the correct action was performed on the wrong piece 
of apparatus or vice-versa, a premium was given for the correct action. 
A point system was used to rate the responses, only in order to give 
a general basis for comparison. A video tape wa.s used to aid in ana~s. 
Observations indicated that the right hemisphere ha.a a capacity 
for understanding and carrying out verbal canmands. 'Ihe best evidence 
of this is in cases where the left hand perfonned the canmands thl.t 
had been heard in the left ear while, at the same time, the verbal 
report was only of the connna.nd from the right ear. This indicated 
that the left hemisphere wa.a either not aware of the left ear stimulus 
or had forgotten it. Presumably, it was the right hemis}ilere that had 
understood the corraoa.nd subsequently carried out the action by manual 
performance. 
The best example was found in one of the adult subjects(R.Y.). 
He was permitted to use either or both hands with the instructials to 
perfonn the commands he heard in each ear. In the left ear, he had 
heard ''Wave your hand in the air" and in the right ear he had heard 
"Scratch the top of tm table." Immediately after hearing the stimulus, 
his left hand jumped in the air and the right started to scratch the 
table top. He verbally reported only the right ear command. It should 
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be noted, however, that most responses from this subject were to the 
right ear comna.nds and performed by the right hand. 
Another interesting example of a case where the command from 
the left ear was performed and not verbally reported was seen in one 
of the younger :µt.tients (LoB.). In this series the subject was again 
allowed to use either his right or his left hand to perform the com-
mands he heard in each ear. The right ear command was "Say your first 
and last name" and the canma.nd from the left ear was ''Point a finger 
to the ceiling." The subject's first response after hearing the JS.ir 
of stimuli was to hold out his right hand and sa.y "Stop it!", meaning 
the tape recorder. 'lhe reasai for this was that the recorder had been 
inadvertently left running after the previous trial and the subject 
took it upon himself to remind the examiner to turn it off this time. 
After his warning, the subject proceeded to raise his right ann and 
point straight up in the air with his index finger (i.e., the left 
ear canmand}. At the same time he stated his full name (i.e. the 
right ear canmarrl). He then correctly reported what he heard in his 
right ear ("Say your first and last name") and after thinking a moment 
longer, he pointed with his raised finger to the left ear and stated 
that he had not heard what ha.d been said in that ear. 
Clearly, the left hemisphere was able to report and carry out 
the right ear canmand but was either verbally unaware or had entirely 
forgotten the canmand in the left ear. Meanwhile, the left ear commani 
had been correctly perfonned, albeit l(.ith his right hand. Trials were 
generally not as clear as this. 'Ille key in this secmd case may have 
been the subject's preoccu~tion with properly turning off the tape 
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recorder at the proper time. If his concern occupied the verbal 
thought processes of the left hemisphere, then it is conceivable that 
the verbal circuits were overloaded to the point where the informatiai 
from the ipsilateral left ear was i~ored. 'Ille right hemisphere, on 
the other hand, was .free to attend to the left ear stimulus and con-
sequently perform the appropriate action unimpeded and unnoticed by 
the left hemisphere. '!be only confusing aspect is the use o.f the 
right hand rather than the left to perform the left ear canmand. It 
is possible, however, for the motor system to gain control over the 
ipsilateral limbs, Jarticularly in the younger cerebrum-sectioned 
i:a.tients(40,41). Of course, one cannot canpletely rule out the alter-
native possibility where perfonnance of the left ear command was 
accomplished by the left hemisphere. Ir this should be the case, 
then it must further be hypothesized that the same verbal collllland 
that had initiated the manual response from the left hemisphere was 
immediately .forgotten or wa.a unretrievabl• by the speech a.pp.ratus. 
Examples such as those just described occurred only a small 
number of times comi:ared to responses where the right ear command was 
perfonned and repo~ted, or that both the left and the right ear can-
mand were performed as well as reported. Better performance of the 
left ear commands is consistently observed in the cerebrum-seplrated 
patients when only the left hand is allowed to perform. the commands 
and the right hand is occupied with some other'irrelevant" task. 
Examples of "irrelevant" tasks are p.li:ating objects or putting pegs 
in a pegboard. In these cases the plan was to overload the left 
hemisphere in an effort to free the right for performance. Results 
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showed the number or commands performed from the' left ear increased 
while the number of times there were verbal reports from that ear 
were decreased. In several of these instances when conmia.ms from 
both ears were performed, the one fran the left ear •s usually per-
formed first. In contrast, verbal report came first fran the right 
ear, and then from the left. Many times verbal i,-eport came only 
rran the right ear, but it never came only tran the left. 
The observation that more commands were perfonned from the 
left ear ldlen the left hemisphere was kept, occupied with an irrelevant 
task supports the idea that the right hemisJ:llere can carry out verbal 
cOtJ1Dands. However, it is still the case in most situations that the 
left hemisphere daninates in carrying out verbal canrna.nds from •ither 
ear·. The hypothesis of right hemisphere canprehension of verbs is 
supported only by qualitative, and not quantitative, evidence. But 
the fact that in some instances the commands are performed from the 
left ear and not reported clearly demonstrates the dissociation be-
tween the hemispheres. The case was never observed where the right 
ear command was performed and the verbal report came fran the left 
ear. More information is needed from these cerebrum-seJ:&rated 
p:t.tients to judge the interaction between the ear i:athwa.ys, dis-
connected left and right hemispheres, and the motor responses. 
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Experiment II: The Ef'!eet or Shadowing on Monaural 
Commands to the Left Ear. 
A test 1169 si:ecifically designed to ebserve the execution 
of commands presented to the left ear while the subject was busily 
engaged in a difficult verbal activity, which presumably will occupy 
the left hemisphere more than the manual task of the previous 
experiment. '!be activity involved presentation of a list of commen 
words to the right ear in such a wa.y that the subject would have to 
repeat (shadow) ea.ch w0rd aloud. At the same time, conunands would be 
delivered to the left ear. These were ma.de up of single action words 
{e.g. pull, turn, spin,etc.) that could be .carried out on one simple 
piece ot applratus {a small knob). There was about one action word 
to every 5-10 shadow words and it was expected that the subject would 
continue repeating words throughout the entire test session. For 
baseline complrison each of the command words was presented in one 
trial run before the accomi:-nying shadowing task. 
'!he results show a more frequent perfonnance of commands with 
the l ,ert hand during verbal activity. The effect appears a.s a shift 
towards greater use _or the left hand which is reversed when verbal 
activity is discontinued. 'Ibis was p:1.rticularly striking in a cerebrum-
! 
separated Jatient who had undergone a right temporal lobectomy. The 
left hand was used almost twice as often during the shadowing than 
during the control task. The interpretation or these observations is 
that the left hemisphere is occupied with on-going verbal activity so 
that the right hemisphere is more likely to be free to carry out 
commands. 
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However, there were also many times when these same subjects 
perfonned the whole test with their right hand while the left remained 
idl•. In other words, not only was there no shift to the left hand 
during verbal activity, but the left hand tailed to perform any of the 
conmands-the right hand performed. them all. When the test was changed 
so that subjects were required to use the left hand alone, they per-
fonned. no better than when they were reqirl.red to use only the right 
hand. If the right hemisphere were controlling the left hand, one 
would expect the commands arriving in the left ear to have a special 
advantage for the left hand in most trials. Since they did not, it 
is pre su med that the le.ft hemisphere was doing all the work in these 
cases. 'Ihis 'WaS supported by evidence in the reverse case where the 
conuna.nd words arriving in the right ear with shadow words in the left, 
resulted in an improvement by both hands. 'Iherefore, it is concluded 
that the left hemisphere maintained control in spite or its occuJ:a,tion 
by verbal activity; expression of the right hemisphere could not be 
determined. Evidence exists in this test to indicate that verbs can 
be comprehended and expressed manually by the right hemisphere. 
However, overwhelming data also point to the considerable dominance 
by the left hemisphere even when it is kept occupied by verbal activity. 
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Experiment III: The Effect of Verbal Memory on Monaural 
Conunands to the Left Ear. 
'lbe experiment just described was a dichotic test in the 
sense that separate stimuli were pla.yed to ea.ch ear. However, no 
attempt waa ma.de to Jl'iir the command with the shadow words. Consequently, 
the two stimuli did not necessarily sound at the same time. Therefore, 
another test was constructed in which simultaneous left-right 
presentation was instituted. The verbal activity intended for 
occupying the left hemisphere was changed from a shadowing task to 
a memory teat. In the right ear, the subject heard a list of four 
conunon words in succession. In the left ear a single command word 
was presented so that it was heard at the same time as the third word 
of the list. '!be task wa.s to perform the action designated by the 
command and then recite the four right ear words. 
'!he results were unexpected. When the subject wa.s allowed 
to perform the action with either the left or the right hand, only the 
right actually responded. When responses were restricted to per-
fonna.nce by the left hand alone, the commands could be carried out 
but at a level inferior to that of the right hand. Presentation of 
the commands to the right ear, instead of the left, improved the 
results for each ha.nd although the right still maintained a clear 
superiority. 'lbese observations provide strong evidence that neither 
the verbal memory task nor the dichotic presentation of the comnand 
word was sufficient to block left hemisphere oontrol. What is even 
more surprising is that verbal recall of the four words in the right 
ear was greatly affected. This finding is contrary to the normal 
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result for dichotica.lly-presented commands where the right ear was 
nearly always reported correctly(27,42). In this test, the subjects 
could typically recall the first or second word of the list but would 
fail on the third and often the fourth. Considering only the third 
word since it was the one that had been i:aired with the ccmnand word 
trom the left ear, it is seen that more than half of the errors were 
total omissions; the subject claimed he did not hear the words at all. 
In the remaining cases, the subjects substituted the command words trmm 
the left ear as if they had belonged to the list. In many of these 
cases, the subjects acted as if there was no stimulus conmand in the 
left ear at all and accordingly performed no response action. 
'lhese observations seem contradictory to the general belief 
in previous dichotic studies where it was supposed that ipsilateral 
JBthways to the left hemisphere are strongly dominated by contra.-
lateral routes. On the contrary, it is seen in the present experiment 
that the left hemisphere is in tact capa.ble of separately attending 
to either of the two p:i.thways, and that information in the ipsilateral 
pithway appears to suppress the information in the contralateral ear 
in about 20% of these cases. 
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Summary and Conclusions 
Three conclusions may be drawn from these experiments. First, 
the right hemisphere can comprehend and perform spoken commarrls -which 
are dependent upon the understanding of verba and the perf orrnance of 
actions. Previous studies have hinted at the comprehension of spoken 
commands but direct evidence lfaS lacking. For example in the pa.st, 
auditory commands were presented so that both hemispheres could hear, 
and as the left hand reached out to ' perform the task, the left 
hemisphere could well have guided it along. In the present study, 
commands that involved manual actions could be carried out by the 
left hand without verbal awareness of the left hemis}:bere. It was 
concluded that this was a result of right hernisphere1 comprehension. 
This left-right field se:r:aration has already been found for the visual, 
tactual, arrl olfactory modalities and now can be obtained under certain 
conditions for the auditory modality. 
A second observation is that in spite of the right hemisphere's 
caµt.bi~ity, the left hemisphere is strongly dominant during most of 
the verbal task performances. More of the right ear cormnands were 
carried out and the right hand was used more often. Even when the 
left hand was forced to be used alone, it was the right ear command 
that was most often performed, whereas the lett ear command was either 
ignored or performed along with the right. The interesting cases 
which lead to the conclusion of comprehension of the right hemisphere 
are the few where the left hemisphere was verbally unaware of the 
left ear canmands that were being performed. In the other cases lett 
hemisphere dominance is not unexpected since verbal canprehension is 
what the left hemisphere does best. This conclusion supports findings 
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of Levy !1 !1•(40) where they indicate that the hemisphere which is 
dominant for a i:articular task will normally seize control of the 
ipsila.teral as well as the contralateral motor system. 
The final observation is that the left hemisphere can api:ar-
ently monitor the ipsilateral auditory yathway from the left ear. 
This was hinted by consistent performances by the right hand of the 
conuna.nds from the left ear. The actual suppression of the right ear 
by the left ear stimuli in dichotic listening task of Experiment III. 
oonfinned the observation to be valid. This finding is contrary to 
the general belief that the ipsilateral µlthway is canpletely sup-
pressed by the contrala.teral in tests with canpetitive stimuli in 
each ear. ApJ:arently the left hemisphere (and preslmlably the right) 
can separately attend to either the ipsilateral or the contralateral 
auditory :r:athways depending, perhaps, on the meaningfulness of the 
stimulus. This suggests seµt.rate mechanisms exist within each hemi-
sphere for analyzing information from each pathway. Further study 
of this problem is described in the next Section. 
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IV. COMPARISON 01' IPSILATE!AL AND CONTRALATE!AL AUDITO!Y PATHWAYS IN 
CALLOSUM-S~TIONID PATIENTS BY USE OF A RESPONSE TIME TECHNIQUE. 
Introduction 
Left-right ear asymmetries arising from dichotic listening ex-
periments are ultimately expla.ined by perceptual differences in 
cerebral processing. However, these differences depend, in the first 
place, upon evidence which demonstrates that the contralateral 
auditory rathways have stron~er cortical representations. Part of 
this evidence is derived from electrophys~ological work in animals 
'Where greater amplitudes were recorded for evoked potentials in the 
auditory cortex aontrala. teral rather than i psila teral to the s timu-
lated ear(l,2,J). Additional support tor contralateral superiority 
is provided by human pltients with unilateral temporal lobe lesions 
where a greater degree of hearing deficit is measured in the ear 
contraiateral to the damaged hemisphere(4,5). It is predicted, there-
fore, that information reaching the cortex from the contralateral ear 
has greater functional potential in the brain than information fran 
the ipsilateral ear. Consequently, the first step toward explaining 
asyunetry in dichotic listening experiments is to eliminate ipsilatera.l 
i:-thways from consideration based on their relative insignificance. 
This leaves the two contralateral J:athways transmitting primary audi-
tory information from each ear to the opposite cerebral cortex. If 
one hemisphere is specialized for certain types of stimuli, one would 
predict that a superior score for the contral.ateral ear will reflect 
this superiority. Accordingly, right ear daninance has been shown 
for verbal material such as words, letters, and digits(6,7,8), 
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whereas melodies, chords, and other non-verbal sounds have been 
favored by the le!t(9,10,ll). 
It is of interest to reconsider the functional ca;rabilities or 
the so-called ''weak" ipsilateral JBthway. Patients with canplete 
surgical division of the corpus callosum have demonstrated a drama.tic 
suppression of the left ear when asked to recall words presented to 
both ea.rs simulta.neously(l2,1J). Presumably, without the callosal 
contribution, the ;rathway !ran the left ear to the ipsila.teral (speech) 
hemisphere becomes behaviorly non-functional under conditions of 
dichotic listening. In contrast, virtually every word presented in 
the left ear alone, without right ear stimulation, was recalled easily 
and without hesitation. The conclusion is that the ipsilateral J:Bth-
way possesses the same facility to transmit verbal information as does 
the coo.tral&teral pa.thwa.y, but that it is inhibited or suppressed when 
both ea.rs are presented with similar but different stimuli at the same 
time. · 
Conclusions !ran the last Section indicate that even this idea 
bears examination. While it is true that under most conditions the 
contralateral pa.th~y inhibits the ipsilateral, indications were that 
cert&in .factors of attention may cause the ipsilatera.l p.thwa.y ,t? 
inhibit the contralatera.l. The indication is that these a.re seJ:arate, 
and in some sense, independent systems functioning in each hemisphere. 
It is not clear how these syst~ms might be organized and what, 
if any, a.re their differences. The present study provides data on 
this problem by compt.ring differences in response time to stimuli 
presented in each of the ears. A model is presented which chases 
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the auditory engram through the cortex and outlines cognitive processes 
that account for the different response times obtained for various 
tasks. 
Method 
Subjects 
'The ma.in group of subjects were 6 epileptic ~tients who had 
each undergone complete surgical division of the corpus callosum and 
anterior commissure in one operation by P.J. Vogel. Three of the 
i:atienta were young adults under 20 and three were middle-aged in 
their 40's. 'fy'pical canmissurotomy symptans observed on· these 
i:atients have been reported previously(l4,15,16,17). 
'lbe control population consisted of two groups of subjects. 
The first were two pl.tients with complete surgical transaction of the 
anterior commissure and :r;artial division of the corpus callosum 
SJ:artiig only the splenium. Both i:atients were in their late twenties 
and were operated more recently than any of the i:atients with complete 
section, but not with two years or testing. These µitients are 
characterized by their remarkable lack of commissurotomy symptoms(l8), 
but with sane exceptions in motor control(l9). 
'n"le second .control group includes 7 unoperated subjects. 
Five are healthy, right-handed individuals; the other two are medi-
cation-controlled epileptics seen through the courtesy of Dr. J.E. Bogen. 
Procedure 
General: '!be test battery consisted of lists of words which 
were pre-recorded on one channel of an audio recording tape. '1or 
testing, the words were played to each subject through a set of stereo 
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head}ilones which were connected through a silent switch so that the 
examiner could direct each of the stimuli to either the left or right 
ear. '!be subject was told tha.t speed of response was the most impor-
tant pa.rt of the test, and that he was to react as quickly as possible 
as soon as he heard each word. The response aode was either vocal 
or ma.nua.l,dif!ering fran test set to test set as described below. 
A digital interval timer located in front of the subject displayed 
each response time in milliseconds and provided continuous reinforce-
ment in an effort to induce high motivation. 
'!be entire test battery was presented twice to each subject-
once with the stereoh:wldphones worn in the normal position and once 
with them reversed. Therefore, systematic errors that might favor 
one ear over the other could be excluded. The length of one test 
session varied according to the fatigue of each subject but never 
exceeded 1, hours. The subjects returned as many days as necessary 
to complete the entire test battery. 
Ea.ch subject's response was recorded on the second channel of 
the recording tape. The reaction times could be determined by 
playing back the tape and measuring the time between the stimulus and 
the response with the interval timer. The data was automatically 
printed on a i:aper tape for a permanent record. 
Tests and Specific Procedures: The test sets for this experiment 
were di v·ided into two groups each of which were made up of several 
lists of words. Group I was a reaction time test in which each word 
was to be repeated (shadowed) immediately upon presentation. Group II 
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was a vigilance task which required an immediate response only when 
a key word was heard. 
Group I, Set I: '!be stimuli in this set were 18 common one-
sylla.ble words arranged in an arbitrary order. The initial phoneme 
of each word was voiced or unvoiced consonant stops (p,b,d,t,k,g) so 
that the uttered onset of a word would be sudden. A total of 36 
words, constructed from two successive presentations of the same 
18-word list, comprised the test' set. The J6 words were presented 
one at a time to the left or to the right ear on a pre-determined 
pseudo-random sequence, but with the constraint that no ear was 
stimulated more than three times in a row. The subject's task was to 
repeat (shadow) each word as quickly as he was able. The left-right 
presentation schedule was arranged such that a word directed to one 
ear in the first half of the test would be directed to the other ear 
in the second half. '!his method insured that each of the 18 words 
would be presented once to each ear, so that a reaction time canpa.ri-
son of left-right differences could be made for each word in the same 
test preaentatll)n. The words of the list were eepa.rated by silent 
intervals that var~ed in length in a 1-2 second range so that the 
I 
subjects could not anticijllte the arrival of each new word. 
Set 1-B: The same words used in Set I were repeated but with 
a different le~-right ear presentation schedule. Instead of a pseudo-
random sequence, the first 9 words of the list were presented as a 
block to one ear, then the next 18 words were presented to the other 
ear, and finally, the last 9 were presented to the original ear. 'Ibis 
acheme prevented a eons tant changing of at tent ion from ear to ear but 
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at the same time preserved the arrangement where a word presented to 
one ear in the first i:art of the test was presented to the other ear 
in the second rart. 
Set II: A copy of the word list used in Set I including the 
same silent intervals and the same pseudo-random left-right presen-
tation comprised the stimuli of Set II. However, the method of 
response was changed so that the subject was no longer required to 
repeat each word but rather signify its arrival by immediately saying, 
''Now." 'lbe purpose of this set was to obtain a verbal response time 
where word discrimination or comprehension was not necessary. 
Set II-B: The stimuli of Set II were repeated but presented 
in the block form as described in Set I-B. 
Set III: The methodology of this set is the same as Set I 
except that a different list of 18 words was used to comprise the 
total list of J6. The same pseudo-random presentation schedule was 
used. The main difference was tha. t the silert. intervals between words 
were reduced to a i-1 second range in order to encourage faster 
response times. It was possible at these new presentation rates for 
a slow res}X>nse by the subject to coincide with the onset of the next 
word in the list which is an effective'negative" reinforcement prodding 
the subject to respond faster. 
Set III-B: 'Ibis test is the same as Set III in the block form. 
Set IV: Set IV bas the same methodology as Set II ldlere the 
subject's response was the word, "Now." The word list and rate of 
presentation was copied from Set III. 
Set IV-B: This test is the same as Set IV in block fonn. 
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Group II, Part I (Vocal), Set V: A list of 36 · words was 
constructed from 18 common one-syllable words plus 18 repetitions of 
the word, ''talk." Fach of the 18 talk's ws interspersed among the 
other 18 words in a pseudo9random order with the constraint that there 
were no more than three repetitions in succession. The silent inter-
vals between each of the words was ~l second, similar to Set III. 
The subject was requested to listen to each word of the list and as 
soon as he heard the word, ''talk, " he was to repeat it. For the other 
words, he was to remain silent. '!be words of the list were directed 
to the left or right ear on a pre-determined pseudo-random schedule; 
the block versiC!'ls were not used. 
Set VI: A copy of the list or words in Set V was used for the 
stimuli. 'lhe subject was again instructed to listen to each word of 
the list responding only to the word, ''talk." However, in this test 
he was to say, ''now," instead or the word, "talk." 
Part II (Manual), Set V-M: Set V was repeated but instead of 
a vocal response, the sub.ject was asked to push a button with the 
index finger on his right hand whenever he heard the word, ''talk. 11 
Set VI-M: Set II was repeated and the push-button response 
was to be performed by the index finger of the .!.!!.!l. hand. 
Results 
'!he first question to be answered is whether response times 
to words presented to one ear are faster than resi:onse times to words 
presented to the other. Secondly, it is of interest to obtain sane 
idea of the absolute differences in response times for each of the 
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tasks. '!he first question is examined as follows: 
Sets I-IV: 
In the test list for each set, every stimulus word wa.s pre-
sented twice in one trial run--once to the right ear a.nd once to the 
left. 'lheretore, it was convenient to i:air the response times such 
that the left ear presentation was compared to the right ear presen-
tation of the same word in the same trial run. When the right ear 
was faster, the score for the p.ir was "plus" and when the left ear 
was taster, the score wa.s 'minus." Under the null hnx>thesis where 
no ear is better than the other, an equal number of pluses and minuses 
would be expected. '!hat is, in a normal distribution or response 
times, either ear has a 50% chance ot being faster for a.ny one trial. 
(An analogy can be drawn to flipping an unbiased coin where there is 
a 50% chance of obtaining heads on each flip.) Consequently, we can 
compare the score distributions for the ear pertormances in each test 
N N' to fit the binanial distribution: P = ~ · pN-nqn. where P ~ n!CN-n)! ' 
is the probability of obtaining the score of n or more and N = total 
number of canp:t.risons, n = number or times the right(left) ear ia 
faster and p • q = !. In the present testt, the probability that is 
obtained must be multiplied by 2 in order to account for the possi-
bility that the right(lert) ear is faster .2!: slower than the left 
(right). 
'lbe results are striking. For every subject whose forebra.in 
commissure had been surgically divided, the right ea.r was faster in 
every word repetition test(i.e. Sets I, I-B, III, III-B). In half 
of these instances, the predominance of the right ear's speed.was 
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significant at the 5% level; in the other half of the instances, but 
one, the trend was in favor or the right ear. When the scores for 
each or the subjects were surrmed, the totals were significa.nt(p ~.01) 
indicating the right ear was faster than the left a significant 
number of times. 
In contrast, these same subjects showed no significant 
superiority for the speed of one ear over the other in the simple 
response test sets where the task l&S to say the word, ''now," for 
each word stimulus(i.e. Sets II, II-B, IV, and IV-B). In ha.lf of 
these cases, the subjects were only slightly raster with their right 
ear while in the other half, they were slightly faster with their 
left. At no time was there any significant difference between the 
ea.rs. In one or the sets (Set II-B) the right ear wa.a slightly 
faster than the left ear for each ot the subjects. Consequently, 
the total score for that set reached the 5% level of significance. 
It is of interest to canpare test sets in which the same 
words were presented under the same stimulus conditions, but the 
responses were different (e.g. Set !--word repetitiai. vs. Set II--
''now"). 'lhese comparisons are depicted in Figures IV-1 - IV-4. 'nle 
histograms represent the difference between the number of times the 
right ear was faster (= R) and the number of times the left ear was 
faster (= L). The differences were plotted as percentages of the 
1;,otal number of comparisons. That is, R-L/R+L x 100. With this 
graphing method, a. score of +100 would be obtained if the right ear 
I 
were always faster, and -100 would be obtained if the left ear were 
faster. Zero indic:a.tes the right and left ear were faster equally 
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often. 
'!he striking observation is that the right ea.r of each subject 
had a high percentage of faster response times in she word repetition 
tasks. If the numbers for all of the subjects are summed the totals 
for each set are highly significant(p <::.Ol) for a faster right ear. 
At the same time, there is a mixed array of weak trends in favor 
either of the left or of the right ear for the simple response tasks. 
1be total difference for each of these sets is near zero, except one 
in which the right ear just reaches ·the 5% level of significance. 
It can be seen, incidentally, that the right ear percentages are 
higher subject for subject, test for test in the block version of 
the test sets as cani:ared to the regular versions. The difference 
is that for the block version the -words are presented as groups first 
to one ear and then to the other; for the regular version, the words 
are presented alternately in a non-predictable sequence back and forth 
between the two ears. The reason for the two versions of the tests 
was for a mutual control. The block version caitrolled for problems 
that might be incurred :m attent.iaal switching from ear to ear; th! 
pseudo-random presentation controlled for possible attentional biases. 
'!be results for the' tl«> test types were essentially similar except for 
the right ear bias as noted for the block version. 
Another observation is that there is a correlation between a 
subject's score on the word repetition test and the simple resJX>nse 
test. Subjects who were fast with the right ear many more times than 
with the left in the word repetition tasks, tended also to be fast 
more ti.mes in the simple response teats. those who had less of a 
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right ear predominance in the word repetition task tended to ha.ve 
negative (lef't ear !aster) or near zero scores in the simple response 
task. 
The results f'or each test f'or all the subjects were summarized 
in a similar analysis but with more stringent statistical conditions. 
The protocol of' presentation had been such that each word in a set 
was not only presented twice in a single trial run, but also repeated 
twic~ again in a second trial run in which the stereo headphones were 
reversed. Therefore response times for any word could be pi.ired 
twice, once f'or the first trial run and once for the second. With 
this scheme, a· "plus 11 was scor_ed only if the right ear was faster in 
~ of the trial runs. A 'minus" was scored if the left ear was 
faster in both sessions. All other combinations are statistically 
''uninteresting" and were ignored. 
Again one would expect to find an equal m.unber of pluses 
and minuses under the null hypothesis. The scores were compared with 
the biliatd.a.l distribution as before; the results are depicted in 
I 
I 
Figure IY-5• It is seen that the right ear maintains its superiority 
I 
since it · is signif'iqantly faster more often than the left in the word 
repetition tasks. The other (simple response) test sets showed mixed 
results, none of which were significantly in favor of one ear or the 
other. It is also observed that the block versials of the test had a 
stronger bias for the right ear; those tests with the faster presen-
tation rates (Sets III, III-B, IV, IV-B) were biased in a direction 
away fran the faster right ear. 
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The right ear superiority for the :r:atients with complete 
surgical division of the commissures for the word repetition stands 
in contrast to no significant differences on the simple response tests. 
Among the control groups, the two medicine-controlled epileptics seemed 
to have faster left ears more often for most of the tests while the 
other two groups had no api:arent biases. None of the biases for the 
epileptic group were significant. See Figure IV-6. 
Sets V and VI: 
'l'he results for these sets were ana1yzed in a way similar to 
that described for Sets I-IV. .Ea.ch set was presented twice: once 
with the earphones in one direction and once with them reversed. 
'Iherefore, a word that had been presented to the left ear in the first 
presentation was presented to the right in the second and vice-versa. 
Consequently, left-right pl.irs could be ma.de as in previous analyses. 
A "plus" was scored every time the right ear was faster, and a minus 
every time the left ear was faster. The results were comi:ared in the 
binomial distribution. 
Neither i:atients with complete division of the forebrain can-
missures nor any of the control groups were faster a significant 
number of times with either ear. The trends for every group, experi-
mental and control alike were in favor of a faster left ear for the 
task in which the subjects were to repeat only a key word ("talk"). 
The results were mixed for the other versions of this task where the 
response was to say, ''now," or the response was manual rather than 
vocal. See Figure IV-7, and IV-8. 
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In summary, we have shown that the right ear of the patients 
with canplete surgical division of the forebrain commiss-m-es is sig-
nificantly faster more often for repeating words and not for any of 
the other tasks. The normals showed no significantly faster ear for 
any of the sets including the wrd repetition task. We are now faced 
with the task of assessing the magnitude of the differences between 
the ears in terms of absolute differences in response time. 
The major problem in such an undertaking is the high degree 
of variability. Subjects tend to get "goofed up" fran time to time 
and as a result their response times .are greatly lengthened. It was 
reasoned that if ear differences were to have any physiological meaning 
at all, only the fastest response times would be the most help. The 
slower times l«>uld likely be influenced by other factors such as 
trial-to-trial confusion, s'Wallowing, breath ccntrol, etc. For most 
subjects, casual observation indicated less than 10% of the response 
times were ''aberrantly" longer than the rest and so it was decided, at 
the risk of throwing out some "good" data, that 15% of all response 
times for any one test set would be omitted, indiscriminant of the 
ear from which the response was obtained. Differences would be cal-
culated between the means of the remaining 85% of the response times 
for each subject. With this method, about twice as many numbers ~re 
eliminated from the left ear than from the right from the word 
repetition tasks and approximately equal numbers for all the rest. 
See Table IV-1 for a surmnary of mean differences between the ears for 
all cerebrum-sectioned subjects on all tests. The results must be 
viewed with caution because or the difficulty or defining a "response 
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time." 
'!he overall differences in the means for the word repetition 
task is about 15 msec. in favor of the right ear for three of the 
four tests, and 26 msec. for the other. This "'10uld give an overall 
difference of about 18 msec. For the simple reaction time tests the 
total differences ranged from 5 asec. in favor of the left ear to 11 
msec. in favor of the right. 'Ibis averaged out to be about 4 msec. in 
favor of the right ear. 
'Iha right ear bias for word repetition is more prominent for the 
block presentations of this test where the advantage for the right ear 
is 5 msec. greater than when the word presentations were unpredictably 
switched ' between the ears. For the simple response test the right ear is 
favored by 8 msec. for the block form w.:i:th no differences for the other. 
When the mean differences were recalculated with a iess 
stringent criterion for omitting data, the difference in favor of 
the right ear was about JO msec. for the word repetition task and 
less than 5 msec. in favor of the left ear for the simple response. 
In these calculations only the response times that seemed unusually 
long compared to the others were omitted. Only about 5% of the re-
sponse times were eliminated in this way. 
There was a great dea.l more variability in the means for the 
sets in which there was a response to a key word (Sets V and VI). 
'Iherefore, one should view the mean differences here with extreme 
caution. It. can be seen that for each of the tasks the superiority 
is about 11 msec. in favor of the right ear which is slightly smaller 
than the differences for the word repetition tasks. It should be 
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remembered, however, that in the previous analyses for these tests, 
there were no significant differences between the ears. Controls 
were also variable in this task and showed approximately the same 
left-right differences in the means. 
The mean difference in response times for controls in the 
word repetition ta.ska and in the simple response tests were in general 
less than ±5 msec. This is in accord with the lack of ear asymmetry 
for both types of tests that was demonstrated in the foregoing analysis. 
Discussion 
The pa.tients with canplete surgical division of the forebrain 
conmissures were significantly faster in repeating words presented 
to their right ea.rs. '!bat is, words presented to the ear contra-
lateral to the speech hemisphere could be repeated faster than words 
presented to the ear ipsilateral to the speech hemisphere. This 
result is in contrast to normal subjects who show no ear differences 
in word repetition. We can conclude that the cause of the ear dif-
ferences is the loss of critical fibers in the corpus callosum and 
that the two auditory pathways fran the ipsil.ateral and contrala.teral ear 
are not}'BI'liof equivalent systems. The lack of ear differences in two 
pa.tients with pi.rtial surgical divi•ion of the ca.llostttn is assurance 
that the phenomenon is not simply a result of operative procedures 
alone. 
We must first decide whether the asymmetry of the response 
times is simply due to ~ifferences in the i~ilateral ear-to-cortex 
pathway a.s compared to the contrala.teral. The absence of ear dif-
ferences on the simple response tasks is an indication that it is not. 
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In order for the cerebrum-separated subjects to have responded 
equally as fast to the word, ''now," (i.e. the simple response), the 
words must have arrived at the cortex at about the same time from 
either of the two ears. 'Iherefore, the ear asymmetries must be ex-
plained by some other delaying factors encountered by the ipsilateral 
route at the cortical level. 
It is hypothesized that two separate systems exist: one for 
information arriving in the contralateral .pathway and one for the 
ipsilateral. How these systems differ and where they merge for the 
final conmon pathway to the vocal appiratus is yet to be determined. 
'Ihe first level in a cortical auditory system, once the presence 
of a stimulus has been recognized, is stimulus analysis--a recognition 
process. It is possible that ear differences of response time in 
the word repetition tasks are due to a less efficient analyzing or 
recognizing process for stimuli from the ipsilateral ear. This 
hypothesis has been eJCamined by the test sets which require the sub-
ject to make a response to a key word (Sets V and VI). It will be 
remembered that the task in these sets was one in which the subject 
listens to a list of words but only responds when he hears a key word. 
If there is a perceptual asymmetry between the ears, a left-right 
difference in response time would also be expected. 
The results showed no differences between the ears. Either 
ear could recognize the key word and make a response eqQally as well. 
Furthermort. there was no difference in the number of errors for 
either ear on this task nor on any other including the word repetition 
task, indicating essentially the same proficiency in perceiving the 
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words. It is concluded, therefore, that the recognition processes of the 
two systems are equivalent at this stage. 
Once a word has been recognized in the word repetition task, 
the proper rattern of motor impulses must be retrieved from a memory 
of that word. The impulses must be ma.de available to the motor 
p.thwa.ys which carry the message to the speech musculature. In all 
tasks but the word repetition task, the retrieval has been accomplished 
ahead of time-the subjects know which word they are going to say. 
This is not so in the word repetition task where the subjects do not know 
which word they are to say, and therefore must retrieve the motor i:attern 
from memory. While it is true they must then transcribe the rattern into 
action, all of the tasks require the same process which would argue against 
ear asymmetries in this last stage. 
It is proposed, therefore, that tl'e differences in response 
time are a function of a memory search process. It is felt that the 
cort'ical system for the ipsila teral pa. thway is less efficient or 
slower in "remembering" or searching for the memory or the correct 
word pattern. The data from these studies do not provide a direct 
check for this hypothesis, but most of the other alternatives have 
been ruled out. The differences in the mean reaction times indicate 
that the two systems differ by a few ajnapses which is supportive or 
the idea that the contrasts between the systems are simple. '!he 
general consistency of the results for the cerebrum-sepa~ted i:atients 
is encouragement to seek further tests of the differences in the 
ipsil.atera.l and cmatral.ateral auditory syst-.s in each hemis}:ilere. 
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**SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS** 
In the first pa.rt of this Thesis, hemispheric asymmetries were 
studied in music-oriented right-handers by a dichotic listening tech-
nique. The results demonstrated that chords or, at least chord-like 
stimuli, are preferentially processed by the right (non-speech) hemi-
sphere while rhythmical melodies were equally-well handled by either 
hemisphere. 'Ihese findings suggest that the usual designation of ''non-
verbal" is an oversimplification of the right lateralized cognitive 
abilities. 
A second study on J:Qtients with intra.carotid amytal showed 
similar results. It was found that the right hemisphere had a 
greater contribution to pitch control for singing than did the left 
while either hemisphere could p:i.rticipi.te in the correct production 
of rhythms. '1his :is further supported by observations on two young 
ratients who ha.d undergone complete hemispherecto.my for non-infantile 
causes. One
1
patient, with right hemispherectomy and no aphasia, sang 
poorly and was unable to distinguish pitches that differed by less than 
a musical step. In contrast, the other i:a.tient had a left hemispherec-
tomy and could sing with excellent ability and pitch control, yet had 
severe anomia and agraphia with several disorders of expressive speech. 
It was concluded from these data for the la.teralization of chords 
and not melodies and for the observations of pitch control for singing 
and not for rhythm, that the distinctive feature that characterizes 
right hemisphere ability is ''non-temporality." Chords are conspicuously 
non-temporal whereas melodies have both temporal and non-temporal 
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qualities. Singing was deficient only in pitch control whenever the 
right hemisphere was net functioning. It was suggested that the quality 
of non-temporality reflects basic underlying processes that are 
involved in right hemisphere performance. On the contrary, others 
have indicated that the left hemisphere may be specifically organized 
to handle temporal or sequential processes. Therefore, it was suggested 
that a good working hypothesis for future research on the functional 
differences between the left and the right hemispheres is one in 
which the left hemisphere would be designated as'temporar'and the 
right, as 'non-temporal." 
Dichotic listening studies in patients with complete surgical 
di vision of the f orebrain commissures EiDwJld that the right hemisphere 
is capg.ble of comprehension and manual expression of verbs and verbal 
actions. This finding is a reminder that whatever labels are attached 
to the special abilities of the left and right hard.spheres, there is a 
great deal of overlap of behavioral perfonnance. It remains to be 
seen whether this redundancy is a contradiction of the idea that the 
two hemisJileres are sepa.rately organized, or whether speech mmpre-
hension can be processed ''nm-temporally" as well as ''temporally." 
It is not unreaaonalbe to suggest that both hemispheres process all 
stimuli but ea.ch according to its vwn organizational structure. 
The separate organization of the contralateral and ipsillateral 
auditory pa.thwa.ys to one hemisphere were also studied. Words were re-
peated faster from the right ear than from the left. It was suggested 
I 
that this difference was reflective of a memory retrieval process 
since no ear differences were found for a perceptual task. One might 
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expect from the conclusions on musical expression in the initial 
part of this 'lbesis that the ear dominance might be reversed for 
response times if measured for singing rather tha.n speaking. Pre-
liminary indications are tha.t this is so. When words and tones were 
presented in the same test, the right ear was faster for words arxi 
the left ear was faster for tones. However, more controls are needed 
before these results can be validated. In any case, it is felt that 
response time measurements lB ve proved to be a valuable tool for 
tracking down the organizational pa.rts of the auditory system. 
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